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ABSTRACT

CNKemu is a kernel-based system for the 9k variant of the Plan 9 kernel.
It is designed to provide transparent binary support for programs com
piled for IBM�s Compute Node Kernel (CNK) on the Blue Gene series of
supercomputers. This support allows users to build applications with the
standard Blue Gene toolchain, including C++ and Fortran compilers.
While the CNK is not Linux, IBM designed the CNK so that the user inter
face has much in common with the Linux 2.0 system call interface. The
Plan 9 CNK emulator hence provides the foundation of kernel-based
Linux system call support on Plan 9. In this paper we discuss cnkemu�s
implementation and some of its more interesting features, such as the
ability to easily intermix Plan 9 and Linux system calls.

Introduction

We have ported Plan 9 to the IBM Blue Gene series of supercomputers. There are two
systems we are currently using, one of which has 1024 4-core PPC 450 CPUs, and one
which has 40,000 CPUs. These systems also have several special purpose networks.

The goal of the work is to evaluate Plan 9 as an operating systems for such machines.
One issue is that the toolchain for these machines is Linux-centric and can not be
ported to Plan 9 in any reasonable timeframe: the compilers are not available in source
form in some cases; the runtime library code consists of a mix of C and C++; the appli
cations code is a mix for Fortran, C, C++, and Python. Rewriting all the apps is simply
impossible, as they consist of milions of lines of code. The only possible path to evaluat
ing these applications under Plan 9 is an emulation system.

Operating systems of one type have been able to support programs from another oper
ating system for a very long time. In recent times, some kernels such as FreeBSD have
provided support for Linux. This support is provided in the kernel, via a switch to an
entirely seperate system call table. More recently, Plan 9 has supported Linux binaries
via LinuxEMU, which relies on the fact that Linux system calls use a trap to vector 80,
and Plan 9 uses a trap to vector 40. The Linux trap can thus be handled by the Plan 9
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notes mechanism, since the trap 80 used by Linux will bounce from kernel mode to user
mode if a handler is set up. Linuxemu is an interesting example of how to implement a
small operating system in user mode. One limitation of LinuxEMU is performance: the
trap results in the creation of a string, which is passed to user mode and has to be
parsed. Also, as we discuss below, there are some operations that have to be done by
the kernel, that the LinuxEMU approach can not support.

Another issue on the Power PC is that there is only one system call instruction for all
operating systems. All programs will trap to the system call handler in the kernel. Still
worse, there is an overlap in the system call number space: there is no way to differenti
ate programs based on the system call vector used or the system call number used.
Therefore, the process must be marked in some way, and a system call switch made in
the kernel. In this paper, we discuss the requirements of CNK binaries, our usage of
CNKemu and then our implementation.

CNK binaries

CNK programs are statically linked, with the components on 1 Mbyte boundaries. The
lowest address used is 16 Mbytes. The text segment is first, followed by the data seg
ment. Stack is at the top of the user address space. Heap starts on the first 1 Mbyte
boundary after data, and extends as needed. Heap must stop at the lowest 1 Mbyte
boundary below the stack, but this quantity is dynamic.

The program is linked with standard libraries such as GNU libc; as well as optional
libraries such as MPI and the IBM Deep Computing Message Facility (DCMF). The system
call interface consists of the standard Linux system call set and a set of CNK-specific
system calls starting at 1024.

On the PowerPC system calls are executed via the sc instruction. System call parameters
are in registers r3-r8; return value is in r3.

Programs on the CNK are started by the CNK itself. The program text and data are read
into memory and the program started at its entry point (determined from the program
file). There is no notion of swap: any page faults can be dealt with entirely by what is in
memory, or by allocating new anonymous memory pages.

The mmap system call is used to allocate anonymous memory for the allocator. The
standard GNU malloc is used; care must be taken to ensure that the malloc does not try
to give memory back via munmap; this behavior in malloc is designed to optimize mem
ory footprint in a time-shared node, and is totally unnecessary on a Blue Gene system in
which CPUs are single-user, single-process systems.

Threads on the CNK are created by a limited-function version of the Linux clone system
call. The threads share all memory with the parent process, including the parent stack;
hence, part of thread creation is the definition of the thread stack. It is possible to cre
ate a kernel thread by setting a special-purpose register (SPRG0) to a special value,
since the standard Linux clone interface does not have enough information to indicate a
kernel thread is desired.

CNK argument passing is as on Linux: an arg count and an array of null- terminated
strings (i.e.: argc, argv) are passed in to the programs entry point. The CNK sets up envi
ronment variables in the usual fashion: null-terminated name-value pairs starting at
argv[-1].
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Using CNKemu

To use CNKemu, one must have a process to set the system up. In many ways, this
setup process is similar to what is in LinuxEMU: parsing of an ELF binary, setting up criti
cal environment variables, and then running the process. We call this program machcnk.

Machcnk takes a command name and options. Options to machcnk enable kernel print
ing of system call arguments and ureg values, before and after the system call or both;
and per-system call information. Machcnk opens and validates the ELF binary using lib
mach; sets up several memory segments for the program, at virtual addresses matching
the ELF segments; reads the text and data in, and jumps to the entry point.

At that point, one has a binary running on Plan 9, apparently (to the binary) in a full CNK
environment. There are many interesting possibilites, however. Since the basic file sys
tem calls are identical in each environment, and in fact run through the same code in
the Plan 9 kernel, programs can test which environment they are in by existence tests
on files. Hence, the same program can run on Plan 9 and CNK, and use all the Plan 9
capabilities that exist -- since, on Plan 9, one can do just about everything with file I/O.
We already use this capability in a limited way -- in one program, we test for
/dev/bintime and use that instead of the system calls for timing that CNK makes avail
able.

More interestingly, we can switch back and forth between CNK and Plan 9 native modes.
The mode that a program uses (CNKemu or Plan 9 native) is chosen by writing �1� or �0�
to #P/cnk. A program can run in Plan 9 mode, setting up the namespace; then shift
gears and run as a CNK program for a while, then shift back to alter the environment
some more.

Going still further, we can write programs that run as Plan 9 native while using the
Linux-based toolchain. We can thus use advanced compilers and build tools developed
for the Blue Gene to create highly optimized programs for Plan 9, and to compare the
relative efficiency of the Plan~9 and gcc compilers.

This flexibility allows us to very directly compare the relative performance of the CNK,
Linux, and Plan 9 operating systems on Blue Gene. In each case, the binary is the same.

Implementation

CNK emulation is implemented as a set of changes to the 9k Plan 9 kernel and a pro
gram to start up and run programs. The kernel changes allow a process to be marked as
being in CNK emulation; and include the code necessary to either directly support a CNK
system call or map a CNK system call to its Plan 9 equivalent.

As mentioned above, processes have to be marked in some way. The common method is
to introduce a new variable into the Proc struct, and CNK support follows this model. In
Plan 9, the proc struct is defined in the port/portdat.h, i.e. it has an architecture-
independent definition. Because CNK support is very much architecture-dependent, the
flag must be introduced into the architecture-dependent part of the struct. There are
not many options, as one can see in the Proc structure:
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/*
* machine specific fpu, mmu and notify
*/

PFPU;
PMMU;
PNOTIFY;

It might be useful at some point to introduce a general-purpose machine specific struct
called ARCH, for this type of thing. CNK support doesn�t really fit into any of the FPU,
MMU, or NOTIFY structs. Neverthelss we hide it in the PMMU struct for bgp.

Devarch.c is extended with a new file, cnk, which allows up->cnk to be set and cleared
by writing a �1� or �0� to #P/cnk.

The only visible effect that setting cnk has is that in the trap code, the kernel uses
up−>cnk to determine whether to call the regular system call or cnksyscall, viz.:

void
trap(Ureg *ur)
{

u32int dear, esr;
char buf[ERRMAX];
int ecode, user;

ur->cause &= 0xFFE0;
ecode = ur->cause;

.

.

.
switch(ecode){

case INT_SYSCALL:
if(!user)

panic("syscall in kernel: srr1 %#4.4luX pc %#p0,
ur->srr1, ur->pc);

if(up->cnk)
cnksyscall(ur);

else
syscall(ur);

return; /* syscall() calls notify itself */

CNK system calls

The CNK support code is maintained in a new directory in the 9k tree called cnk.

An array of structs is initialized at compile time with pointers to functions or, if the call
is not supported, pointers to nil. We excerpt a portion of this file below to show both
how it works and also the way that some cnk functions are directly mapped to Plan 9
functions.
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struct syscall {
char* n;
Syscall*f;
int narg;
Ar0 r;

};

struct syscall cnksystab[] = {
[4] {"write", sys_write, 3, {.i = -1}},
[5] {"cnkopen", sysopen, 2, {.i = -1}},
[24] {"getuid", cnkgeteuid, 0, {.i = -1}},
[180] {"pwrite64", syspwrite, 5, {.i = -1}},

The struct itself has the name of the system call for debug prints, a function pointer,
parameter count, and default return value. It is almost identical to the standard syscall
struct.

As can be seen, the two CNK write system calls are directly connected to their Plan 9
equivalents: the result is that IO in the CNK emulator has very little overhead, and cer
tainly far less overhead than the note-based mechanism used for LinuxEMU.

Not all CNK system calls have a Plan 9 equivalent: geteuid being one example. In this
case we provide an emulation, as shown below:

void
cnkgeteuid(Ar0 *ar0, va_list)
{

ar0->i = 0;
}

The person running on the machine is always the owner; the only reasonable equivalent
is uid 0.

Mmap is a much more complex case; we only need to support the anonymous memory
mapping function for now. We will walk through it step by step.

void cnkmmap(Ar0 *ar0, va_list list)
{

void *v;
int length, prot, flags, fd;
ulong offset;

v = va_arg(list, void *);
length = va_arg(list, int);
prot = va_arg(list, int);
flags = va_arg(list, int);
fd = va_arg(list, int);
offset = va_arg(list, ulong);

This initial code just sets up the arguments. Next we determine if the allocation can be
accomodated:
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if (fd == -1){
Segment *heapseg = up->heapseg;
unsigned char *newv, *oldv;
uintptr arg;
arg = PGROUND(heapseg->top);

We only allocate anonymous memory at present, hence the if. Linux programs mark
anonymous memory mmap calls by using an fd of -1. The code starts the allocation at
the next page above the top of the heap segment.

cnksbrk(ar0, arg, 0);

The cnksbrk is a new function that does almost exactly what sbrk does, with one differ
ence: it calls fault to pre-emptively allocate all the pages in the allocated area. This
action avoids further page faults (which are very expensive on the PPC) and also avoids
any chance of overcomitting memory, which is a bad idea on a machine with no swap. In
future, when we have large TLB support finalized in the kernel, we will further modify
this function so that, if the allocation unit is a multiple of 1 Mbyte, it will be allocated
with 1 Mbyte alighment, so we can back it with 1 Mbyte TLBs.

To enable and disable zero-filling on page faults, we have extended the standard Plan 9
segment structure with a new attribute, nozfod. Nozfod allows for eventual support
of munmap. On most operating systems munmap is supported by splitting the segment
into two, with a hole in between them equivalent to the unmapped area. Plan~9 only
supports a very limited number of segments. What we can do instead is remove the
page mapping from the heap segment. Since the segment is

The cnk system call code to call the functions is quite similar to the standard PPC sys
tem call code save for the fact that gcc puts all system call parameters in registers. To
accomodate qc calling conventions we put those arguments into an array and then call
the function. The code, boiled to its essence:

linuxargs[0] = ureg->r3;
linuxargs[1] = ureg->r4;
linuxargs[2] = ureg->r5;
linuxargs[3] = ureg->r6;
linuxargs[4] = ureg->r7;
linuxargs[5] = ureg->r8;
cnksystab[scallnr].f(&ar0, (va_list)linuxargs);

User mode code

The program to set up and run CNK binaries is called machcnk. It uses libmach (hence
the name) to read the binaries in, set code, data, environment, arguments, and stack up,
and jump to the entry point of the binaries. Rather than start the binary as a seperate
program, it reads the binary in to to memory and sets up required memory segments.
The binary is hence entered via a function call, not exec.

We will describe some of the more important parts of this code.

The first step is to read the file in and crack the header with libmach. This information
determines the address space and size; code, data, and heap segments are attached
with the correct sizes and permissions. The top of heap is the stack and it must of
course be initialized. We have a modified version of libmach as we need a bit more infor
mation than is provided by the standard library.
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The program stack is initialized with the argument count, argument vector, environ
ment, and aux vector, with argument vector at the bottom of stack (lower address). We
explain the aux vector below.

It is not possible to function with an empty environment. In fact one of the most chal
lenging parts of this code was figuring out the minimum set of environment variables.
Getting all the internationalization code to work correctly was difficult simply because
the GNU code is not an exemplar of coding style. Problems with this code came up the
first time the GNU runtime tried to print a startup message, and the code tried to figure
out to print what in some parts of the world is a "." and in other parts is a ",". In most
cases, the GNU internationalization code would explode because not all the support files
were there -- there are potentially hundreds of them. Since all the GNU internationaliza
tion libraries are named in the binary, but the files themselves not set up on the node, it
is critical to convince the GNU library to not even bother looking for them. which is done
by setting LANG to C.

Another problem is GNU malloc. It will, for larger allocations, use mmap to allocate the
data area. Conversely, it uses munmap to free the data -- this is a time-sharing deci
sion aimed at making memory avaiable to other programs. Such cooperative behaviour
is hardly necessary on single-user supercomputer nodes, however. Frequent calls to
mmap/munmap for allocation impact allocator performance. Worse, the Plan 9 virtual
memory code is not capable of supporting an munmap operation, which requires in the
worst case that a segment be split in two. As it happens one can disable the GNU malloc
behavior by setting the environment variable MALLOC_MAP_MAX to 0.

The "aux vector" is a set of variables maintained on the stack just after the last argv
entry. The aux vector is similar in nature to Plan 9�s top of stack struct, except that it is
not a struct, but rather a set of key-value pairs, with the key being a binary number and
the value being a binary number. In a sense, it is a binary form of the environment vari
ables. Without some aux settings programs can not run at all; machcnk sets the mini
mum.

Finally, machcnk sets the execution mode to cnk emulation by writing to �1� to
#P/cnk and calls the entry point to the binary as it would any other function. Here is
where the CNK ELF layout helped a good deal. CNK code starts at 16 MB binary; the Plan
9 support code and the CNK binary can easily coexist. In fact, if the CNK main returns,
the machcnk program can do post-processing if it is ever needed.

Results

We are now able to compile a number of programs on Linux and run them on Plan 9 or
the CNK with no change, and no performance penalty. The programs can unknowingly
exploit Plan 9 capabilities, since wrapper scripts can set up name spaces and caching
file systems such as fscfs. Performance comparisons are now easy to make.

Conclusions

We have extended Plan 9 to transparently support binaries conforming to the Linux 2.0
system call interface. Programmers can flip modes very easily, by writing to #P/cnk,
since the the same read and write system calls are called in either mode. Programmers
can even write �native� Plan 9 programs, build them with the advanced Linux tool chain,
and run them on Plan 9. We have thus made a full suite of optimizing compilers avail
able to users of Plan 9 on BG/P.
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ABSTRACT

Tracing system calls makes debugging easy and fast. On Plan 9, tradition
ally, system call tracing has been implemented with acid(1). New systems
do not always implement all the capabilities needed for Acid, particularly
the ability to rewrite the process code space to insert breakpoints. Archi
tecture support libraries are not always available for Acid, or may not
work even on a supported architecture. The requirement that Acid�s
libraries be available can be a problem on systems with a very small
memory footprint, such as High Performance Computing systems where
every Kbyte counts. Finally, Acid tracing is inconvenient in the presence
of forks, which means tracing shell pipelines is particularly troublesome.
The strace program available on most Unix systems is far more conve
nient to use and more capable than Acid for system call tracing. A similar
system on Plan 9 can simplify troubleshooting. We have built a system
calling tracing capability into the Plan 9 kernel. It has proven to be more
convenient than strace in programming effort. One can write a shell script
to implement tracing, and the C code to implement an strace equivalent
is several orders of magnitude smaller.

Introduction

System call tracing is an important and effective way to debug programs. With a system
call tracer, one can find writes to bad file descriptors (as in openssh on Plan 9); trace the
auth transactions and see all the error cases; and even find an error in memory initial
ization. It is particularly convenient to follow forks, such as shell pipelines, and see
errors in the interactions between programs in the pipeline. Programs that fail silently
and mysteriously can often be understood once traced with a system call tracer. Basic
programming errors can be found and resolved.

Probably the most widely used tracer is strace, which uses the ptrace system call. Ptrace
is quite low level, providing little more than a start/stop and peek/poke interface. One
word of data is returned at a time. Thus, once a process stops, programs using ptrace
must take on the task of examining a great deal of machine state to figure out where
the program is executing. For a simple command such as /bin/date, which performs
146 system calls on Linux, strace must perform over 2400 ptrace system calls.
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This simplicity is the cause of another problem: ptrace must interpret the binary, and it
can get very complicated. The need for interpretation may also explain why strace is so
large. Sloccount reports it as follows:

Total Physical Source Lines of Code (SLOC) = 58,044
Development Effort Estimate, Person-Years (Person-Months) = 14.22 (170.67)
(Basic COCOMO model, Person-Months = 2.4 * (KSLOC**1.05))

Schedule Estimate, Years (Months) = 1.47 (17.63)
(Basic COCOMO model, Months = 2.5 * (person-months**0.38))

Estimated Average Number of Developers (Effort/Schedule) = 9.68
Total Estimated Cost to Develop = $ 1,921,263

An expensive program! As frequently happens, the problem with the Unix world is that
the interface is wrong. The 40-year-old ptrace system call requires a complicated invo
cation and gives back almost no data. To create useful data, software must do a great
deal of interpretation, matching data in the process address space with the return from
the ptrace system call. It is a very complex process.

The contrast for the ratrace tool, which uses the new Plan 9 system call tracing sup
port, is revealing. Ratrace uses two system calls for each system call in the traced pro
gram, not 15. Ratrace is also much smaller:

Total Physical Source Lines of Code (SLOC) = 151
Development Effort Estimate, Person-Years (Person-Months) = 0.03 (0.33)
(Basic COCOMO model, Person-Months = 2.4 * (KSLOC**1.05))

Schedule Estimate, Years (Months) = 0.14 (1.64)
(Basic COCOMO model, Months = 2.5 * (person-months**0.38))

Estimated Average Number of Developers (Effort/Schedule) = 0.20
Total Estimated Cost to Develop = $ 3,712

The significance of this result is not so much in its size as what it shows about the
important of getting the kernel interface right. The kernel has knowledge of process
state that, in the Unix case, has to be carefully reconstructed from the limited informa
tion provided by ptrace; a great deal of information is lost as it is passed from the ker
nel to the user program. In the case of ratrace, the kernel provides much richer informa
tion that can be used directly and easily, in many different languages, including shell
scripts.

In the rest of this paper, we will describe the usage and implementation of the tracing
software.

Usage

The most common way to use the system call tracing is via the ratrace(1) program.
We now show several scenarios in which ratrace can be used to understand and debug
programs.

trace /bin/date

Ratrace can be invoked to trace a process or an indivdual command. To trace a pid, the
user types:
ratrace pid
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By far the most common usage is to trace a command, e.g.:
ratrace −c /bin/date

Shown below is a trace of /bin/date.

term% ratrace -c /bin/date

79 date Open 0x19ae 0000702c/"/dev/bintime" 00000020 = 3 "" 0x11ce7c2536c76f20 0x11ce7c253736a7c8

79 date Pread 0x19e4 3 0fffff00/"..|%<P|." 8 0 = 8 "" 0x11ce7c253c4daa18 0x11ce7c253c5080a8

79 date Open 0x1f58 000077c9/"/env/timezone" 00000000 = 4 "" 0x11ce7c2540848d68 0x11ce7c2540884a70

79 date Pread 0x1940 4 0ffff874/"EST.-18000.EDT.-14400....9943200...25664400...41392800...5771880"1680

-0x1 = 1518 "" 0x11ce7c2544633e98 0x11ce7c2544661cf8

79 date Close 0x1fc8 4 = 0 "" 0x11ce7c2546831540 0x11ce7c254684e230

79 date Pwrite 0x47d0 1 0ffffde8/"Sun.Aug.29.12:30:43.EDT.2010." 29 -0x1Sun Aug 29 12:30:43 EDT 2010

= 29 "" 0x11ce7c2549dff7f8 0x11ce7c254d3535a8

79 date Open 0x1a81 0000759c/"#c/pid" 00000000 = 4 "" 0x11ce7c254fccbcf0 0x11ce7c254fcf0eb0

79 date Pread 0x1940 4 0fffff08/".........79." 20 -0x1 = 12 "" 0x11ce7c2553c6e178 0x11ce7c2553c8f4b8

79 date Close 0x1aaf 4 = 0 "" 0x11ce7c2557dbc1c0 0x11ce7c2557dd09e0

79 date Exits 0x1717 0/""cwrite: /proc/79/syscall: failed 12 bytes: process exited

term%

For each system call, ratrace prints out the pid, binary name, system call name, program
counter, system call args, result, errstr, and entry and exit time. The only part that
varies between different calls are the number of arguments. Data arguments are printed
in an address/data format. The format is determined by the kernel, not the ratrace pro
gram.

Going through the execution call by call, one can see that the first system call is an open
of /dev/bintime, mode 0x20, which returns fd 3. The errstr is empty (the system
call succeeded), and the time was 0x11ce7c253736a7c8 - 0x11ce7c2536c76f20 or
7289088 nanoseconds.

The program next reads the timezone file, processes the bintime and timezone inter
nally, and writes the output via Pwrite. Finally, the program does a getpid() by opening,
reading, and closing the pid file; and ends by calling Exit.

A point of interest is that /bin/date on Plan 9 is 10 system calls; on Linux, it is 146.
Three of these calls could be removed by eliminating the read of the pid file, since, as
we will see below, a process pid is available on the stack.

In the case of date, someone coming in from the Unix world, trying to understand how
Plan 9 programs find the time, could learn without much effort how it is done. System
call tracing can speed the process of learning how to use an unfamiliar operating sys
tem.

Identifying a vx32 problem on Linux

Following a Plan 9 source code update, it was found that the date command was no
longer working correctly. Instead of printing the date, it would just sit. At some point, in
disgust, users would hit return and be awarded with the date. The behavior made no
sense.

Ratrace facilitated a quick diagnosis and resolution of the problem. The trace above is
on OSX, and uses a version of 9vx built from http://bitbucket.org/rminnich/vx32. For
the same 9vx kernel code on Linux, with the same root file system, the trace was very
different:
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75 date Pread 0x19f6 0 0ffffee0/"." 8 0 = 1 "" 0x11ce7e00be3eab80 0x11ce7e0113680020

75 date Close 0x1a30 0 = 0 "" 0x11ce7e01142c0ba0 0x11ce7e01142c80d0

75 date Open 0x1a89 0000702c/"/dev/bintime" 00000020 = 0 "" 0x11ce7e0114ccb0a0 0x11ce7e0114fd78e8

75 date Pread 0x19f6 0 0ffffee0/"..~....." 8 0 = 8 "" 0x11ce7e0115821238 0x11ce7e011582d970

75 date Open 0x1ffb 000077c9/"/env/timezone" 00000000 = 3 "" 0x11ce7e01162aa290 0x11ce7e01162bb018

75 date Pread 0x1940 3 0ffff854/"EST.-18000.EDT.-14400....9943200...25664400...41392800...5771880"1680

-0x1 =1518 "" 0x11ce7e01169bded8 0x11ce7e01169c6f60

75 date Close 0x206b 3 = 0 "" 0x11ce7e011730b468 0x11ce7e0117310288

75 date Pwrite 0x4873 1 0ffffdc8/"Sun.Aug.29.13:04:46.EDT.2010." 29 -0x1Sun Aug 29 13:04:46 EDT 2010

= 29 "" 0x11ce7e0117aa0700 0x11ce7e0117f8b3a0

75 date Open 0x1b24 0000759c/"#c/pid" 00000000 = 3 "" 0x11ce7e01189a4ad0 0x11ce7e01189b8350

75 date Pread 0x1940 3 0ffffee8/".........75." 20 -0x1 = 12 "" 0x11ce7e0118fef070 0x11ce7e0118ffc360

75 date Close 0x1b52 3 = 0 "" 0x11ce7e0119660af8 0x11ce7e0119666ca0

75 date Exits 0x1717 0/""cwrite: /proc/75/syscall: failed 12 bytes: process exited

term%

Tracing turns a mysterious hang into a less mysterious problem: the program is reading
8 bytes from stdin, hanging until the read is done. It seems at some point the user
became impatient and hit return. That can be seen in the return of 1 from the Pread.
Since one byte is not a valid return from /dev/bintime, /bin/date closes fd 0 (almost
always a bad idea!) and then opens /dev/bintime, and in that case reads 8 bytes back.
The read from fd 0 is clearly wrong; the cause is not at all obvious.

Further examination showed that any program which used nsec on the Linux-based 9vx
would hang on a read from fd 0. Date would hang, cpu would hang, factotum would
hang: all users of nsec() would hang, until one hit an extra return. Additionally, acme
would not exit correctly. There was a lot wrong with code built from source.

The initial trace allowed very quick identification of a focus area, since many programs
could be traced to find ones that worked and ones that failed. As it happened, the issue
was that the 64-bit build of vx32 results in an incorrectly size Tos struct. In essence,
with a 64-bit build of vx32, one is running a heterogeneous system, with 32-bit bina
ries hosted by a 64-bit kernel. In this case, the value of Tos->pid was in the wrong
place on the stack for the 32-bit binaries and all programs using Tos->pid read the pid
as 0. This mistake led to lots of other problems, as might be imaged were getpid() to
start returning 0.

All structs that are shared between kernel and user space must be carefully defined. In
this case, the kernel is on a 64-bit system and built by gcc, while the user programs are
32-bits and built with 8c. There are four ways for this combination to run into trouble.
While there are very few shared structs in Plan 9, the Tos struct is a crucial one and it
needed to be redefined in the vx32 tree so its size and layout matched that of the 32-
bit user mode binaries.

openssh hangs

Users of openssh reported that in many cases, it would hang, with no initial output. A
trace of ssh is shown below.
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82 ssh Open 0xf9473 00123dc4/"/dev/cons" 00000000 = 5 "" 0x11ce7dcb6fb1fa10 0x11ce7dcb70a6ae98

82 ssh Pwrite 0xfb50f 2 001a7704/"The.authenticity.of.host.�dancer.ca.sandia.gov.(146.246.246.1)�." 86 -0x1

= 86 "" 0x11ce7dcb739e5f10 0x11ce7dcb793b8d08

82 ssh Pwrite 0xfb50f 2 001a7704/"RSA.key.fingerprint.is.43:ef:41:6f:6f:bd:28:5c:58:a5:6f:09:d6:67" 72 -0x1

= 72 "" 0x11ce7dcb7b995ee0 0x11ce7dcb7f189e78

82 ssh Pwrite 0xfb50f 2 001a7704/"Are.you.sure.you.want.to.continue.connecting.(yes/no)?." 55 -0x1

= 55 "" 0x11ce7dcb818c0b90 0x11ce7dcb86f56400

82 ssh Pread 0xfb793 5

This is the point at which the program needs to ask about continuing. Note the output
to fd 2 on the 2nd through 4th lines via the Pwrite system call. In an older version, due
to a bug which seems to have been fixed, the output was to a bad fd. The problem was
not due to a hang; it was that a message was printed to an invalid fd, and then the pro
gram waited for a response which the user did not know need to be made. The program
was waiting for the user to type "yes" or "no".

This bug persisted for several years. The ssh code is complex and impenetrable; people
got in the habit of taking a look and giving up. System call tracing allowed us to resolve
the problem almost instantly, without having to attempt to learn the ssh code.

troff failure

While preparing this paper we were having trouble with troff. The troff command
resulted in the rather useless error:
postnote 144: sys: write on closed pipe pc=0x0001f89c

To resolve the problem we traced the rc from which we ran the command. Tracing rc,
instead of a specific command, can sometimes be the most effective approach, espe
cially where a pipeline is involved. The trace showed that the real problem was that
/bin/gs was missing, and the error was from page.

Implementation

ratrace consists of a very simple patch to the kernel and a user program. Ratrace is cur
rently only available in the 9k and 9vx kernels, though a patch has been submitted for
the standard kernel, and has been tested on the ARM. You can view the changes to vx32
at https://bitbucket.org/rminnich/vx32 and the 9k changes at
https://bitbucket.org/ericvh/hare. We for the most part describe the
vx32 changes here; the 9k changes are arguably better but we expect more users to see
the vx32 kernel, not the 9k kernel.

Kernel changes

Processes need to be marked when they are being traced. Once marked, they halt in the
kernel at each system call and wait for the command to continue. The commands are
issued to the ctl file for the proc.

To indicate tracing we add a new enum, Proc_tracesyscall, to the enums in
portdat.h.

We also add support for syscall tracing to devproc.c. If the command startsyscall
is written to a process ctl file, then the procctl struct member is set to
Proc_tracesyscall.
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The only other pieces needed are a way to control the process tracing and a way to get
the data from the kernel. We address the data first, since it is simple.

The tracing information as kept as a string in the proc structure. It is contained in a Proc
stuct member, char*syscalltrace and that information may be read at
/proc/<pid>/syscall. The code to support reading it is found in the procread
function a/devproc.c in 9vx:

case Qsyscall:
if(!p->syscalltrace)

return 0;
n = readstr(offset, a, n, p->syscalltrace);
return n;

The actual tracing support is in trap.c. In the syscall function, there are functions to fill
in the syscalltrace string at syscall entry and exit. The entry code is:

if(up->procctl == Proc_tracesyscall){
up->procctl = Proc_stopme;
syscallprint(ureg);
procctl(up);
if(up->syscalltrace)

free(up->syscalltrace);
up->syscalltrace = nil;
startnsec = todget(nil);

}

Basically, the code tests if the process is traced and, if so, sets procctl to Proc_stopme,
which will halt the process; calls syscallprint, to set up->syscalltrace string so the trac
ing program can read it; and then stop. This stop allows the tracing system to gain con
trol. The process will block until the tracing program sends a command to start again.
Note that the process might not be restarted with tracing enabled; the tracing program
can examine its actions and decide to set the traced process free.

Note that the tracing program is not required to read the syscalltrace string; no matter
what it does, the string is freed when the process restarts. The syscall exit code is very
similar:

if(up->procctl == Proc_tracesyscall){
stopnsec = todget(nil);
up->procctl = Proc_stopme;
retprint(ureg, scallnr, startnsec, stopnsec);
s = splhi();
procctl(up);
splx(s);
if(up->syscalltrace)

free(up->syscalltrace);
up->syscalltrace = nil;

}

A fraction of the print functions are shown below. Syscallprint, in the vx32 version, is
called with uregs, and switches on the system call number:
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static void
syscallprint(Ureg *ureg)
{

uint32 *sp;
int syscallno;
vlong offset;
Fmt fmt;
int len;
uint32 argp, a;

sp = (uint32*)(up->pmmu.uzero + ureg->usp);
syscallno = ureg->ax;
offset = 0;
fmtstrinit(&fmt);
fmtprint(&fmt, "%d %s ", up->pid, up->text);
/* accomodate process-private system calls */

if(syscallno > nelem(sysctab))
fmtprint(&fmt, " %d %#x ", syscallno, sp[0]);

else
fmtprint(&fmt, "%s %#ux ", sysctab[syscallno], sp[0]);

if(up->syscalltrace)
free(up->syscalltrace);

switch(syscallno) {
case SYSR1:

fmtprint(&fmt, "%08ux %08ux %08ux", sp[1], sp[2], sp[3]);
break;

case _ERRSTR:
fmtuserstring(&fmt, sp[1], "");
break;

case BIND:
fmtuserstring(&fmt, sp[1], " ");
fmtuserstring(&fmt, sp[2], " ");
fmtprint(&fmt, "%#ux", sp[3]);
break;

There are a few problems with this approach. Fmtuserstring does reallocation. For sev
eral reasons, realloc is not supported in the 9k kernel. The use of uregs makes this
code very architecture-dependent (which is why the code is in trap.c). The 9k version is
restructured and the code moved to port/:

________________
Take it as a hint that one should not do reallocation
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void
syscallfmt(int syscallno, va_list list)
{

long l;
Fmt fmt;
void *v;
vlong vl;
uintptr p;
int i[2], len;
char *a, **argv;

fmtstrinit(&fmt);
fmtprint(&fmt, "%d %s ", up->pid, up->text);

if(syscallno > nsyscall)
fmtprint(&fmt, " %d ", syscallno);

else
fmtprint(&fmt, "%s ", systab[syscallno].n);

if(up->syscalltrace != nil)
free(up->syscalltrace);

switch(syscallno){
case SYSR1:

p = va_arg(list, uintptr);
fmtprint(&fmt, "%#p", p);
break;

case _ERRSTR: /* deprecated */
case CHDIR:
case EXITS:
case REMOVE:

a = va_arg(list, char*);
fmtuserstring(&fmt, a, "");
break;

case BIND:
a = va_arg(list, char*);
fmtuserstring(&fmt, a, " ");
a = va_arg(list, char*);
fmtuserstring(&fmt, a, " ");
i[0] = va_arg(list, int);
fmtprint(&fmt, "%#ux", i[0]);
break;

In the 9k version, the uregs struct is not visible. Rather, the function is set up as a sys
call number and va_args. Most of the 9k system call tracing support is in the port direc
tory, with limited impact on the architecture directories. For example, the architecture-
dependent code for supporting the print looks like this:

syscallfmt(scallnr, (va_list)(sp+BY2SE));
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Note the conversion of a very machine-dependent item � the stack pointer � to a
va_list. This conversion is very simple on some architectures, and might be more com
plex on others.

The only other issue with tracing is to ensure that children of fork inherit the tracing
flag, and that the syscalltrace buffer and procctl flag are cleared on exit. These changes
are in newproc() and pexit() respectively and finding them is left as an exercise.

Tracing code: ratrace

For reasons of space we will discuss the code that traces by a given PID. The command-
based code is little different, in that it forks a child and traces that child by PID.

The code sets up three channels, one for forks, one for exits, and one for process out
put. It keeps track of how many processes it is reading from and, when that count goes
to zero, it exits. The basic setup code is then:

out = chancreate(sizeof(struct Str*), 0);
quit = chancreate(sizeof(char*), 0);
forkc = chancreate(sizeof(ulong *), 0);
nread++;
procrfork(writer, nil, 8192, 0);
reader((void*)pid);

The �out� channel is for process output. It takes pointers to a Str struct, defined as:

typedef struct Str Str;
struct Str {

char *buf;
int len;

};

These structs are allocated by the producer (the reader thread) for process output and
freed by consumer (the writer thread).

The writer thread reads the three channels and does bookkeeping and output:
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/* Catch exits */
a[0].op = CHANRCV;
a[0].c = quit;
a[0].v = nil;
/* Catch IO -- channel of pointers to a struct */
a[1].op = CHANRCV;
a[1].c = out;
a[1].v = &s;
/* Catch forks -- channel of ints so we know the PID */
a[2].op = CHANRCV;
a[2].c = forkc;
a[2].v = &newpid;
/* That is all */
a[3].op = CHANEND;

for(;;) {
switch(alt(a)){
/* proc exited */
case 0:

nread--;
if(nread <= 0)

goto done;
break;

case 1:
/* output */
fprint(2, "%s", s->buf);
free(s);
break;

case 2:
/* proc forked */
nread++;
break;

}
}

done:
exits(nil);

}

The reader thread processes the output from the child processes, looking for rfork
instantiations that create a new process.
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void
reader(void *v)
{

char *ctl, *truss;
int pid, newpid;
int cfd, tfd;
Str *s;
int forking = 0;

pid = (int)v;
ctl = smprint("/proc/%d/ctl", pid);
if ((cfd = open(ctl, OWRITE)) < 0)

die(smprint("%s: %r", ctl));
truss = smprint("/proc/%d/syscall", pid);
if ((tfd = open(truss, OREAD)) < 0)

die(smprint("%s: %r", truss));

cwrite(cfd, ctl, "stop", 4);
cwrite(cfd, truss, "startsyscall", 12);

This setup gets the process into a traced state. The stop is only strictly necessary on the
very first reader that is invoked, but does no harm. The process is started and then
resumed, and will stop on the next system call.

The code sets up to read a buffer up to 8191 bytes (to ensure null termination) of an
8192 byte buffer. The buffer is a Str, which is what is sent down the chan.

s = mallocz(sizeof(Str) + 8192, 1); /* The �+� is not a typo */
s->buf = (char *)&s[1];

This snippet allocates contiguous memory, with the Str struct and its data. Then the
code simply hangs on reading the syscalltrace fd.

/*
* 8191 is not a typo. It ensures a null-terminated string.
* The device currently limits to 4096 anyway
*/

while((s->len = pread(tfd, s->buf, 8191, 0ULL)) > 0){
if (forking && (s->buf[1] == �=�) && (s->buf[3] != �-�)) {

forking = 0;
newpid = strtol(&s->buf[3], 0, 0);
sendp(forkc, (void*)newpid);
procrfork(reader, (void*)newpid, 8192, 0);

}

This code examines the system call return value, indicated by an �=� as the first charac
ter. The �forking� variableis set to 1 by the previous pass through this loop if the system
call would create a new process. Hence: if the last system call should have created a new
process; and this is a system call return, i.e. first byte is �=�; and it succeeded, indicated
by the third byte not being a �-� sign, i.e. the return value of the fork was not -1; then
we need a new reader proc. The code then reads the pid and starts a new reader, while
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also sending the new pid to the writer thread.

Catching forks is a bit tricky, this three part test has worked well:

/* There are three tests here to guarantee no false positives */
if (strstr(s->buf, " Rfork") != nil) {

char *a[8];
char *rf;
rf = strdup(s->buf);
if (tokenize(rf, a, 8) == 5) {

unsigned long flags;
flags = strtoul(a[4], 0, 16);
if (flags & RFPROC)

forking = 1;
}
free(rf);

}
sendp(out, s);
cwrite(cfd, truss, "startsyscall", 12);
s = mallocz(sizeof(Str) + 8192, 1);
s->buf = (char *)&s[1];

}

Once the process quits, reader sends an indication on the quit chan and exits.

sendp(quit, nil);
threadexitsall(nil);

}

Limitations

There are a few remaining problems. We made a decision early on for non-printing char
acters to put a �.� in the output in place of the character. That was a mistake. Informa
tion is lost when the output is displayed. We need a better data format that shows more
than �.�. The �\xxx� format is not an obvious improvement; possibly symbols would
work.

Currently, we only show 32 bytes. The amount of data to be shown should be control
lable via a write to the ctl file of a process. Interestingly, this limitation has not yet been
a problem.

Tracing slows things down quite a bit. Is this a real problem? It is hard to make a strong
case either way.

Conclusions

Ratrace is a system call tracing system for Plan 9. There are two implementations, one
for vx32 and one for the 9k variant of the Plan 9 kernel. We have used ratrace to debug
programs and find problems with kernels. Because it presents the data to the user pro
gram as text, the nature of the information passed from kernel to user is very different
from existing tools for Unix, and as a result trace programs far smaller than its Unix
counterparts.
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ABSTRACT

Bell Labs recently ported Plan 9 to new systems with non-PC architec
tures. This is a status report on those ports and a summary of what
helped, what didn�t and what could.

1. Introduction

In my group of Plan 9 developers and users at Bell Labs in Murray Hill during the last
two years (2008�2010) or so, much of our work has been based on ports of Plan 9 to
machines other than the IBM PC. This talk will describe the ports, what we use them
(or plan to use them) for, and what we learned.

As usual, the bulk of Plan 9 code is sufficiently portable that only the kernel needs to
be moved to a new system, and even that only involves populating a subdirectory of
/sys/src/9 and possibly creating a bootstrap program in /sys/src/boot. A
port to a system for which we have no compiler and no similar kernel would require
substantially more work, as described in reference [6].

2. Non−PC Ports: Common Problems and Techniques

We ported Plan 9 to PowerPC 405, 440 and 450 machines and to ARM 926 and
Cortex-A8 machines. They all share certain classes of obstacles.

2.1. Memory Barriers and Caches

A fairly common memory architecture is a that store instructions queue data in a write
buffer in the processor, which is gradually drained to a first-level cache, then to a
larger but slower second-level cache, and finally to DRAM. The IBM PC model provides
cache-coherent memory, so that we rarely have to worry about cache maintenance in
the PC port. Cache-coherent memory largely hides the speed tricks pulled by modern
processors, which include aggressive caching through multiple levels of cache, and
out-of-order (or delayed) memory stores and instruction execution. Even on the PC,
we still occasionally have to execute data or instruction barrier instructions by calling
coherence to ensure that previous instructions and memory stores have completed; for
example, in the implementation of locks (to accelerate notification of other processors
trying to acquire the lock), and before or after DMA transfers.

By contrast, the PowerPC has long exposed the above processor tricks to the program
mer, and ARM processors are now catching up (alas). So in the ports that I have done,
partly out of paranoia, I was fairly heavy-handed in the use of barrier instructions to
avoid surprises. Now that the ports are up and running, some of those barriers are
being removed and kprof has been helpful in finding hot spots due to barriers.

The full sequence of operations needed to guarantee that a write to memory address
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addr has completed (or at least is visible to all peripherals and other processors) in
these systems is:

" an instruction barrier, to force the store instruction to complete

" a data barrier, to flush the data from the processor�s memory write buffer to level 1
(L1) data cache (or memory if uncached)

" flush addr�s level 1 data cache line to the level 2 (L2) cache, if any

" flush addr�s level 2 data or unified cache line to RAM or further cache levels

This sequence could have to be extended in future to additional levels of cache. (The
ARM v7 architecture cache control registers permit eight levels of cache!) The full
sequence is only needed for cached (actually write-back cached) memory, and device
registers are mapped as uncached, so they only require the barrier instructions to
ensure that stores have completed. Cache lines are often 32 or 64 bytes long.

In a few cases, for example after DMA input, it�s necessary to invalidate cache lines
rather than flushing them.

Whenever possible, we�ve configured caches to be write-back for maximum speed.

We imported USB code from the PC port to the ARM ports and had to first add barriers
and cache flushing to it. The USB in-memory data structures maintained partly by the
USB drivers and partly by the host controllers are currently allocated from uncached
memory because managing the caches in the presence of such mixed data structures
was too hard: consider a data structure, the first part maintained by hardware, the sec
ond maintained by software, and the boundary between them is not a cache-line
boundary, yet the data structure is required by hardware to be aligned to a power of 2.

2.2. Kernel Memory Mapping

In the Virtex and ARM ports, the maximum physical memory was 512MB or less
(though not always starting at physical address zero), so by mapping the kernel base
(KZERO) to virtual addresses 0x80000000 (PowerPC), 0xC0000000 (TI OMAP35
system-on-a-chip (SoC)) or 0x60000000 (Marvell Kirkwood SoC), we are able to
address all of physical memory from the kernel using trivial versions of kmap and
kunmap, unlike the PC kernel, which is mapped at virtual 0xF0000000 yet needs to
be able to address up to 3.75 GB of memory using kernel virtual addresses (those
above KZERO). The different bases were chosen to permit various devices to be
identity-mapped for simplicity.

2.3. Kernel Debugging

The Virtex and IGEPv2 boards include a normal Intel-8250-compatible serial port and
a few LEDs under software control, which simplifies initial porting and debugging. The
ARM boards other than IGEPv2 have combined JTAG and serial ports with special cables
with a USB connector at the other end. usb/serial now knows how to drive these
ports and there are MS Windows drivers too.

On the ARM ports we have enabled hardware watchdog timers so that if the kernel
goes off the rails, the system will reset itself, thus returning control to U-boot. (Das
U−boot is a �universal� open-source boot loader derived from Linux and often provided
as the stock boot loader on non-PC systems.) There is similar code in the Virtex ports,
but it�s currently turned off because resetting the Virtex boards is less useful.
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2.4. ARM Kernel Initialisation

U-boot just lays the kernel�s image down in memory, without regard for segment
boundaries, so the ARM kernels relocate their data segments to the expected physical
addresses and then zero their BSS segments.

We use U-boot to load /cfg/pxe/$ether into memory before loading the kernel,
which parses the in-memory copy to simulate what 9load would have done on the PC.

U-boot configures the processor and various SoC devices before loading the kernel,
which is a help because there are many, many figurative dials and knobs (thousands of
pages worth) that can be tweaked and sometimes must be just to get basic functional
ity. Our kernels make an effort to configure the hardware that they use, but probably
don�t do the full job. Time is finite but hardware configuration registers and pad and
gpio configurations are not (or so it seems).

2.5. Floating Point and Other Emulation

The Xilinx Virtex and Marvell Kirkwood boards have no floating-point units, so the ker
nel traps and emulates floating-point instructions. This is necessary because
floating-point is used in awk, for example.

The ARM ports will also emulate ldrex, strex and locally-invented cas instructions if the
processor traps them as illegal instructions.

2.6. Math Debugging

We used a port of W. M. Kahan�s paranoia to watch for errors in floating-point emula
tion. A new program to verify vlong arithmetic found a code-generation bug in qc
which has since been fixed.

3. PowerPC Ports

These PowerPC ports are all CPU server kernels.

3.1. Blue Gene Ports

This work is being funded by the U.S. Dept. of Energy (DoE) under the project name
�HARE�* and the main participants are Bell Labs, IBM Research, Sandia National Labs
and Vitanuova. The intent is to provide full operating system capabilities via compara
tively lightweight Plan 9 rather than heavyweight Linux or even more primitive operat
ing systems on very large-scale parallel machines.

The Blue Gene machines are many-core PowerPC systems from IBM with multiple cores
sharing memory on a single board, and many boards in a complete system, connected
via Ethernet and several types of networks developed by IBM specifically for the Blue
Gene machines. Processor clock rates are typically modest (e.g., under 1GHz) to
reduce power consumption and heat dissipation. Floating-point instructions differ
from the usual PowerPC instructions. The complete system can be partitioned into
independent clusters of power-of-2 boards. All the cores of a single cluster are ini
tially loaded via JTAG with the same kernel image and all started synchronously at
once.

The systems we have developed on are at Argonne National Lab. The environment is
________________
* Portions of this project supported by the Department of Energy under Award Number
DE-FG02-08ER25847.
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very much geared to batch processing, so interactive development is a bit odd, and our
sessions are limited to at most an hour of elapsed time on the development machine.

An initial port to the BG/L (with 64K PowerPC 440 cores) was done, but current work is
on the larger BG/P (with 160K PowerPC 450 cores) and will probably move eventually
to the still larger BG/Q (with at least 750,000 PowerPC 460(?) cores) being built now by
IBM. Drivers for the various IBM networks have been written. We�ve done some work
on more aggressive 9P caching of infrequently-changed files with user-mode servers;
the details are reported elsewhere at this workshop.5 IBM has granted permission to
export a snapshot of the BG/P Plan 9 port, and it can be extracted with one of these
commands:

hg clone http://bitbucket.org/ericvh/hare
git clone http://git.anl−external.org/plan9.git

Note that this is not a stock Plan 9 kernel but is an internal development kernel variant
named 9k.

3.2. Virtex 4 and 5 Ports

The Xilinx Virtex 4 FX and 5 FXT evaluation boards are FPGA-based systems with Pow
erPC processors (300MHz 405D5X212 and 400MHz dual-issue 440X5,13, 7 respec
tively). They have L1 caches but no L2 caches. We did these ports to demonstrate the
feasibility of an idea for a hardware device to be used in embedded systems. The two
evaluation boards are similar and the Virtex 5 port is a minor variant of the Virtex 4
port and uses many of its source files. It would be awkward to combine them into a
single port because the low-level details of traps and memory management differ
between the PowerPC 405 and 440.

The PowerPC 405D5X2 errata list was long and worrying but we were able to work
around most of the hardware bugs. The 440X5 had a much shorter and less worri
some errata list.

3.2.1. Virtex Bootstrapping

An FPGA is a Field-Programmable Gate Array. A giant Xilinx CAD tool crunches
through a VHDL definition of your specific �hardware� design for 30�60 minutes,
downloads the generated bit-stream, which includes the static RAM contents, into the
FPGA, and starts it running by taking the PowerPC(s) out of reset. The normal PowerPC
restart sequence sets the PC to the last word of memory (static RAM in this case) and
begins execution.

Thus we need to include a stripped-down 9load bootstrap program in the static RAM
contents (128K bytes) of the bit-stream loaded into the FPGA. 9load loads a Virtex
kernel, /power/9vt[45]cpu, over Ethernet via BOOTP and TFTP and jumps to it.
Since bootstrapping via downloaded bit-stream and 9load is relatively slow and diffi
cult to trigger remotely, /dev/reboot and #ec were implemented and debugged
early, which allowed us to reboot at will, even remotely. We carried this forward into
the ARM ports too, though U-boot is more tractable than the Virtex boot process.

The Virtex 5 can be configured to have two PowerPC cores, but its caches are per-
processor and not maintained coherently, so coordinating the two cores is painful and
our existing symmetric multiprocessing code isn�t sufficient. If configured for two
cores, Plan 9 currently puts the second one to sleep. Ideally, it would be nice to use
the second core to run the rather dumb Ethernet controller.
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3.2.2. Virtex Performance

These PowerPCs have only 64 translation lookaside buffers (TLBs) in their memory
management units (MMUs), and that number is dropping fast in newer PowerPC
designs, so we now round segments on the power architecture up to 1MB multiples,
which will allow us to use pages larger than 4K bytes and thus take fewer page faults
and need to reload the TLBs (in software) less often.

Both boards use a complicated combination of DMA engines, hardware FIFOs (byte or
word queues) and Ethernet controller, which just doesn�t go very fast. Sometimes the
DMA engines aren�t much faster than copying the bytes with memmove, and using
them complicates the Ethernet driver. We do use the DMA engines in the Virtex ports.
These ports are noticeably slower than the Marvell Kirkwood port and not just because
the processors are slower. We consistently used as our benchmark building the Kirk
wood kernel on quiescent diskless machines with their root file systems on our main
file server:

cd /sys/src/9/kw
# 2nd mk will have file system caches loaded
{ mk clean; mk; mk clean; time mk } >/dev/null

(Note that the mkfile links the kernel twice: once with symbols and once without.) On
the Virtex 5 over gigabit Ethernet, this reports:

44.32u 35.60s 99.80r mk # virtex 5 gb

Small level 1 caches and the lack of a level 2 cache are likely responsible for its overall
slowness.

For comparison, this is how long it takes on our main four-core 2.5 GHz Core 2 Xeon
PC CPU server using gigabit Ethernet:

2.26u 2.46s 4.01r mk # quad xeon pc gb

on a one-core 2.2 GHz AMD K8 PC terminal using gigabit Ethernet:

2.95u 2.34s 8.31r mk # amd k8 pc

and a 500 MHz Soekris net5501-70 AMD Geode LX 586 PC CPU server using 100Mb/s
Ethernet:

20.78u 11.42s 49.48r mk # 586 pc 100mb

3.2.3. Virtex Port Availability and Desirability

Anyone who wants one of the Virtex ports should mail me. Note too that new Virtex
FPGA designs (e.g., Virtex 6) use ARM processors rather than PowerPC processors.

4. ARM Ports

These ARM ports are all CPU server kernels so far, though there is work in progress to
convert some of the ARM systems into terminals too.

The ARM systems that we ported to all come with U−boot as their boot loader, but each
vendor customises it, so each instance of U-boot behaves differently, though most can
boot via PXE (BOOTP and TFTP) eventually. The Beagleboard�s U-boot doesn�t even
allow PXE booting over USB Ethernet, so it typically is booted from an SDIO memory
card, which makes testing new kernels painful.

The most useful by-product of the work with ARM Cortex-A8 processors may be that
we will be closer to driving Cortex-A9 multi-core processors or other v7 architecture
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ARM systems when they appear.

4.1. OMAP35: Beagleboard

We started porting Plan 9 to the Beagleboard with the intent of using it as a small,
portable terminal that could boot quickly (i.e., without the IBM PC�s power-on self-
test). The processor is a 500 MHz dual-issue ARM v7-a architecture3 chip (the
Cortex-A8)4 with L1 and L2 caches. The board costs US$149, though that includes no
cables, no case, and no power supply. By the time you finish adding peripherals,
powered USB hub(s), power supply, and cables, it�s not so portable (or cheap). The
board includes a serial port and (complicated) video controller. We now have a driver
for this video controller, based on a first draft by Per Odlund.

Unfortunately the Texas Instruments (TI) OMAP 3530 SoC8 that the Beagleboard is built
around was designed for cell-phone or similar battery-powered operation and is quite
complicated and somewhat buggy. Its biggest defect is that it lacks a built-in Ethernet
interface. In principle we could use USB Ethernet (disgusting though it is) but we
haven�t got the 3530�s USB to work yet (and there are some nasty-looking USB-related
bugs in the 3530 errata list). As a result, the Beagleboard isn�t really usable yet.

The Cortex-A8 processor includes VFPv3 floating-point hardware, but the kernel
doesn�t yet save and restore FPU registers and other state during a context switch.
That�s okay for now because 5c doesn�t yet generate VFP op-codes for floating-point
instructions, but rather op-codes for the old ARM 7500.

4.1.1. IGEPv2 and Gumstix Overo

Meanwhile, we bought an IGEPv2 board from ISEE in Barcelona. The IGEP is also built
on the 3530 SoC and is supposed to be quite similar to the Beagleboard except that it
adds some external devices such as 100Mb/s Ethernet via the SMSC 9221.11 Also, the
CPU can be run at 720 MHz rather than 500 MHz, and our port does so. We run the
same kernel on the Beagleboard, the IGEPv2 board and the 600 MHz Gumstix Overo
Earth, which also provides the SMSC 9221 Ethernet controller but is based on the
OMAP 3503 (not 3530) SoC. Unlike the Kirkwood, we haven�t got access to the NAND
flash memory to work yet; it�s not well documented. At least on the IGEP board we
have in the Unix Room, plugging in a DVI cable disables the Ethernet controller, so the
IGEP may never be usable as a terminal. The Gumstix don�t have this problem.

Ordering the IGEP from Spain and getting it through US customs was a challenge; I
don�t recommend buying one lightly if you are in North America. The Gumstix should
be easy to obtain instead.

4.1.2. OMAP35 Performance

Unfortunately, the rudimentary 9221 Ethernet controller is somewhat like the Virtex
Ethernet controller, and thus consumes enough system time to make the IGEP fairly
slow. Currently we do not use DMA but rather programmed I/O to copy data between
main memory and the Ethernet FIFOs, which simplifies the driver compared to using
DMA. Running our benchmark on the IGEP and Gumstix over 100Mb/s Ethernet yields:

24.58u 30.07s 70.65r mk # igep 100mb
28.88u 38.38s 81.67r mk # gumstix overo 100mb
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4.2. Kirkwood: Sheevaplug, Guruplug and OpenRD

The other ARM ports were going slowly and we noticed the early advertising for the
Sheevaplug, based on Marvell�s Kirkwood SoC (88F6281),10, 9 for US$100. The proces
sor is a 1.2 GHz ARM v5 architecture1 chip (the ARM 926EJ-S)2 with L1 and L2 caches.
The SoC is more tractable than the OMAP35 SoC, though still somewhat tedious to ini
tialise. The Guruplug is particularly interesting because it has two gigabit Ethernet
interfaces (and RJ45 connectors), and thus might make an interesting firewall or other
network device, or a server of some kind (e.g., secure store in flash memory), possibly
standalone.

All of these systems run the same kernel. We started with the Inferno Kirkwood port,
which helped us get going. We have got most of the parts that we care about working,
including access to flash memory and even the bizarre cryptographic accelerator.

4.2.1. Kirkwood Performance

The integral Marvell 1116 gigabit Ethernet controller autonomously performs DMA in
and out of buffer rings, so the port is fairly zippy and quite usable:

16.66u 8.39s 31.44r mk # guruplug gb

5. The Legendary AMD64 PC Port

One port that we haven�t done much work on lately is the amd64 port. For a start, it�s
based on a non-stock kernel (9k) better suited to 64-bit machines. For example, it
uses varargs to extract system call arguments. The initial target was AMD K8 systems
for DoE work several years ago and the port is a minimal CPU server kernel. The DoE
work changed direction and there has been little development of the port since.

It does not run 386 binaries. Some Ethernet controllers (mostly higher-performance
ones) and UARTs have drivers, typically imported from the Plan 9 PC port. These
things do not yet work: audio, video, USB, floppies, disks, and laptop stuff such as
PCMCIA. Some of this will be easy to import but it would be nice to take the opportu
nity to drop legacy support for old devices and processors when importing. However,
video will be painful: the kernel either has to run the VESA BIOS in 16-bit real mode or
emulate it.

Using this port also requires 6[cal] and libmach amd64 support, and a modified 9load,
all of which exist.

6. Performance Summary

Table 1 summarises the above time(1) output lines sorted by user-mode time, slowest
first, and adds other system characteristics. Of these systems, only the Virtex 5 lacks
an L2 cache. The �issue� column is the claimed maximum number of instructions that
may be issued per clock cycle. Machines above the middle dividing line have Ethernet
controllers that don�t use buffer rings.

A few observations: the sub-GHz dual-issue machines are the slowest in our sample.
The slowest machines all have clumsy DMA/FIFO/Ethernet combos and the fastest all
have Ethernet controllers that use buffer rings and initiate DMA autonomously (note
the variation in system times).
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times name cpu MHz Ethernet issue_____________________________________________________________________
44.32u 35.60s 99.80r virtex 5 400 1Gb 2
28.88u 38.38s 81.67r gumstix overo 600 100Mb 2
24.58u 30.07s 70.65r igep 720 100Mb 2_____________________________________________________________________
20.78u 11.42s 49.48r 586 pc 500 100Mb 1
16.66u 8.39s 31.44r guruplug 1,200 1Gb 1
2.95u 2.34s 8.31r amd k8 pc 2,200 1Gb 1
2.26u 2.46s 4.01r quad xeon pc 2,500 1Gb 2_____________________________________________________________________

Table 1: Performance Summary

7. Hardware Documentation

Documentation for the Virtex parts was uniformly better than for the ARM parts,
largely because IBM wrote a lot of the PowerPC documentation. Xilinx�s contributions
were less clear, with fine points sometimes ignored. So for the Virtex ports, it was
usually possible to suspend disbelief, trust the documentation and get things to work.

7.1. ARM Documentation

The ARM ports are another story. There are at least three reference manuals needed
for each port: the processor architecture manual from ARM, the processor manual from
ARM (and sometimes another from the SoC vendor), and the SoC manual from Marvell
or TI. The latter two types of manuals point to the earlier manual(s) for specifics. For
example, the SoC manual will point to the processor manual for details of how the pro
cessor does something, and it in turn will point to the corresponding architecture man
ual to describe a common mechanism. If you�re lucky, the board manufacturer will
include some board documentation too.

The architecture reference manuals from ARM have been getting better: more precise
and complete, less slippery. The CPU and SoC technical reference manuals, however,
combine extreme verbosity with imprecision, incompleteness, bugginess and a general
lack of rigour that is maddening. There is a tendency to write ��this register is used to
do X��, without explaining how or why.

One ends up flipping between the three or four manuals, and the OMAP35 manual
alone is a single PDF file of 3,500 pages, so having a good PDF viewer is essential.
3,500 pages should be enough to describe almost anything, yet it�s incomplete; quite
an accomplishment. The table of contents, figures and tables alone is 160 pages long.

Perhaps separate programmers� reference manuals are needed.

7.2. Poor SoC Design and Documentation

The SoC manuals are particularly poor. The SoCs themselves appear to have been
slapped together from existing intellectual property that the companies had lying
around, without much thought for how they might be used together, and the manuals
reflect this: each chapter describes a separate standalone device. The manuals appear
to be written for other hardware designers or implementors and make many assump
tions about background knowledge. There is little coherent explanation of why this
sack of components was slung together or what the interconnections are or how you
might need to use them to do something, such as access the flash memory or drive the
video or Ethernet controller.

There is a great deal of low-level explanation of the tedious games of �Mother-may-I�
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that one must play to even get the hardware to function. For example, clocks have to
be enabled, because they aren�t always already enabled. Until they are enabled,
accessing some device registers causes address faults. Also, various parts of the SoCs
have to have their power turned on. At least one SoC has internal �firewalls� that have
to be disabled or subverted. In general, the hardware doesn�t come up in a sane state
and U-boot doesn�t always fix that (though it does leave some things in a sane state).
Failing that, the documentation ought to contain a concise and complete list of exactly
what steps are required to initialise a particular device.

7.3. Marvell Documentation

A drawback of using the Kirkwood SoC is that Marvell seem to regard almost all of
their manuals as proprietary. Given their low quality, Marvell may just be trying to
reduce their embarrassment. Alcatel-Lucent has a non-disclosure agreement with
Marvell, but even with that, we are not able to get all the documentation we need.
Contrary to Marvell�s belief, Linux (or U-boot) drivers are not a substitute for good
hardware documentation (nor for understanding!), but we have sometimes had to
resort to reading them.

7.4. Board Documentation

Global Technologies fabricated the Sheevaplug, Guruplug, etc. ISEE in Barcelona made
the IGEPv2 board, and the Beagleboard was an open-source hardware project. The
Beagleboard documentation is pretty thorough. The IGEPv2 documentation is less
thorough, specifically when covering access to flash memory (which differs from the
Beagleboard�s) and the devices added to the stock Beagleboard, notably Ethernet. Glo
bal Technologies have done a pretty good job of documenting the plugs, though the
Sheevaplug is better covered than the Guruplug.

8. Lessons Learned and Recommendations

8.1. Kernel Debugging

Effort to connect the various JTAG interfaces (via USB) to db or acid would likely pay off
when the processor mysteriously goes away. Even just having U-boot print the
processor�s state at the instant that U-boot regained control would help.

Debugging can be assisted by having a dead-simple variant of iprint that will always
work, including before the interrupt controller is initialised, in interrupt-service rou
tines, and when interrupts are masked.

A little debugging code in /sys/src/9/port/portclock.c can diagnose infi
nite loops caused by incorrect implementation of the clock primitives. An added test
in /sys/src/9/port/xalloc.c can detect a cycle in the Hole list and avoid an
infinite loop.

8.2. Hardware Sanity (or Lack Thereof)

There is a great market opportunity for someone to build a (cheap) sensible general-
purpose ARM system with good documentation, since there appear to be none now.

Hardware cache coherency helps correctness and performance, especially in multipro
cessor systems.

The performance of an Ethernet controller (as dictated by its design) can determine the
usability of a Plan 9 port. We should be past the era of programmed I/O and FIFOs and
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separate DMA engines, and kludges like Ethernet via USB, for Ethernet controllers. All
future Ethernet controllers should perform DMA to and from buffer rings without need
ing host intervention to initiate each packet transfer. It�s not necessary to have all the
features of the Marvell 1116, which goes somewhat overboard, though. Also, gigabit
Ethernet is pretty cheap now and ought to be standard.

Hardware should come out of reset in a sane and usable state.

Hardware documentation should include system programmers as part of the intended
audience, and should be public, complete, clear and concise. GPIO (general-purpose
I/O) pins and similar ill-defined bits, and their uses, need to be documented in great
detail at the CPU, SoC and board levels to avoid the finger-pointing so often seen in
existing manuals, which makes it maddeningly difficult to pin down exactly what must
be done to get some device to work. In general, comments like �see your board docu
mentation for specifics� are unhelpful unless the board documentation actually does
describe simply and directly what�s needed. Too often these pointers are just cop-
outs, with no one taking responsibility for getting all the necessary information pub
lished. The sort of treasure hunt that we undertook to determine the IRQ number and
memory address for the I/O registers of the IGEP�s 9221 Ethernet controller should not
have to be repeated.
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ABSTRACT

We needed to reduce the load on the file server shared by thousands of
nodes in a Blue Gene Plan 9 cluster. Plan 9 had two existing caching
mechanisms for 9P file servers: a volatile cache controlled by devmnt,
and a persistent disk-based cache managed by the user-level server cfs.
Both sent the server all 9P requests except reads satisfied by the cache.
Cfs was quickly converted to a ramcfs that used the large memory of a
Blue Gene I/O node instead of a disk, but most 9P traffic still passed
through. A redesign produced fscfs, which breaks the direct link
between its client�s 9P transactions and those it makes to the server,
producing a dramatic reduction in traffic seen by the server.

Introduction

As part of a project1, 2 exploring alternatives in distributed systems infrastructure on
ultrascale platforms, we ported Plan 9 from Bell Labs3 to several models of IBM�s Blue
Gene system. Blue Gene4 comprises up to 65,536 compute nodes and 1,024 I/O
nodes, which are partitioned into processing sets (or psets). Each pset has an I/O node
providing system services to up to 64 compute nodes. Only the I/O nodes are con
nected to an external Ethernet. Each node on the Blue Gene/P model has 4 PowerPC
processors. Nodes have no permanent storage except a tiny NVRAM. All storage for
programs and files is provided by external file servers, accessed by the I/O nodes via
Ethernet, and accessible to the CPU nodes only via a specialised network connecting
them to the I/O nodes.

In our experimental environment, we run Plan 9 throughout, with different configura
tion and initialisation for CPU nodes and I/O nodes. Lacking a native Plan 9 file server
at the Blue Gene site, we serve files from a Linux server running hosted Inferno.5 All
nodes boot with a built-in file system paqfs(4) that provides a limited set of files for
bootstrap.

Originally, each I/O node imported a full file system from the Inferno service on Linux,
bound it into a more elaborate name space used by our model for distributed computa
tion,6 and made that composite name space available to its CPU nodes using
exportfs(4). Consequently every non-local file access performed at a CPU node was
forwarded by the I/O node to the file server. It was obvious that having all nodes ulti
mately send all file service requests directly or indirectly to a single Plan 9 file server
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would be slow, but we wanted to focus on developing our model of computation,
before worrying about making it efficient. Unfortunately, as we ran experiments on
even modest configurations, it became clear that the naive structure led to failures,
and an unusable system. In particular, the Linux server ran out of file descriptors with
only a few hundred nodes, but to be fair even a native file server would run short of
some resource eventually. To compensate, we could the replicate the file system
across many servers, but all the requests � and the data � would still traverse the
same network.

There is an alternative structure that can scale with the number of nodes: it arranges
the nodes into a tree. We can then avoid transmitting redundant copies of the data by
introducing caching into the tree.7 We can further avoid needless duplication of file
system operations across all nodes by caching the results of a given set of operations
for later use if that set recurs.

Underlying assumptions and requirements

Plan 9 is running on many thousands of nodes, supporting a few scientific computing
programs for a given run. The programs are typically a few megabytes, and increas
ingly require a collection of supporting system files, not just Plan 9 executables, but
the libraries for scripting languages such as Perl or Python. Such shared files are read,
not usually written; files that are written are unlikely to be shared concurrently. Write
requests are uncommon. Big data files consumed or produced by the application are
managed by another service, for instance through channels provided by the clustering
software.6 During both initialisation and subsequent phase changes of an application,
system call traces show that similar sets of commands and file accesses are executed
on all CPU nodes, sometimes at nearly the same time.

Although initially we would build the caching structure explicitly, the design should
allow extension to support a truly hierarchical cache, perhaps using some ideas from
Envoy.7

9P

First, a quick review of relevant aspects of the 9P protocol. A file server in Plan 9 is
any program that implements the server side of the file service protocol, 9P.8 A 9P
client sends a request to a 9P server and receives a reply. A 9P server is passive: it
generates no message except in response to an explicit request from the client. Each
request has a tag that numbers the request, an integer type that denotes the desired
operation, and a set of parameter values for the operation. Parameters can be inte
gers, strings, byte arrays, and structured values such as Qid and Dir. The position and
type of each parameter is completely determined by the operation type. There are no
variants. Replies have a similar structure. The reply to a request has a tag equal to the
tag of the request, a type derived from the request type, and a set of results that
depends on that type. Alternatively, a server can respond to any request with an error
message. (Tags allow the server to satisfy I/O requests out of order, although that
does not happen here.)

Authentication data is carried as opaque data exchanged using Tread and Rread
requests through a special fid established by a Tauth request. Thus, only the end
points need to know the formats and content of the authentication data.

Because the message formats are simple and completely defined, and authentication
data is handled cleanly, one can easily write a variety of services that act as
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intermediaries to 9P conversations. In particular, a caching service can simply inter
pose itself on a 9P connection. The design of any 9P caching service is driven by con
sidering the desired response to the requests in the protocol, in much the way that a
compiler design is driven by the abstract syntax of its language. They are listed in
Table 1.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tversion tag msize version start a new session

Tauth tag afid uname aname optionally authenticate subsequent attaches

Tattach tag fid afid uname aname attach to the root of a file tree

Twalk tag fid newfid nwname nwname*wname walk up or down in the file tree

Topen tag fid mode open a file (directory) checking permissions

Tcreate tag fid name perm mode create a new file

Tread tag fid offset count read data from an open file

Twrite tag fid offset count data write data to an open file

Tclunk tag fid discard a file tree reference (ie, close)

Tremove tag fid remove a file

Tstat tag fid retrieve a file�s attributes

Twstat tag fid stat set a file�s attributes

Tflush tag oldtag flush pending requests (eg, on interrupt)________________________________________________________________________________________________

































Table 1 9P requests

Existing caching support

Plan 9 has long included the cache file system cfs, a user-level file server interposed
on the connection between a Plan 9 client and a remote file server. It caches file data
on a local disk, to reduce latency. It intercepts all 9P exchanges on the connection.
Most messages are sent on unchanged, but it adds any file data it sees to the cache,
and satisfies file reads from the cache if possible. The cache is write-through, so the
cached data is never more recent than the server�s. Files and file data are both kept on
a least-recently-used basis, up to the size of the disk partition allocated to the cache.
Cfs uses the Qid value returned by each open to detect and discard out-of-date
cached data. The cache persists on a disk partition between boots, but because the
cache is write-through it can simply be reformatted if invalid.

In the Fourth Edition, Plan 9 acquired a kernel-level cache. It is an optional kernel
component, although it is usually configured. It must also be explicitly enabled, by the
MCACHE option of the mount system call, because it changes the semantics of access
to file structures synthesised on the fly, including devices and services such as
upasfs(4). If present and enabled, it will cache data from files served by that mount.
Unlike cfs, the cache resides in physical memory pages, and the cache is lost on
reboot. Otherwise it is similar: client reads are satisfied from the cache if possible;
data exchanged with the server through read and write will be added to the cache; files
and data are managed least-recently-used; and out-of-date cache entries are detected
using the Qid value returned by open. The cache pages are only briefly mapped into
the kernel address space when accessed, reducing the pressure on the kernel address
space, and only a limited amount of data per file can be cached, to help constrain the
physical memory dedicated to the cache.
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Ramcfs

Ramcfs was the first attempt at mitigating the problem. It was created by changing a
copy of cfs to use a region of memory as its cache rather than a region of disk. Unlike
cfs, ramcfs initialises the cache each time it starts, since there is no persistent storage.
We added a −r option that declares that all the files are unchanging (readonly) and
thus may be cached more aggressively. On boot, each IO node would first insert
ramcfs on its connection to the central file server. Thus, the subsequent access by the
I/O node�s CPU nodes would pass through the cache on the I/O node.

Ramcfs had its own disadvantages. It always reserved a big chunk of memory, to make
a virtual block device. Since the cache runs on I/O nodes not CPU nodes, that does not
limit the memory available to a computation, but it was still a bit of a hack. More seri
ously, because ramcfs was based on cfs it also forwarded all requests involving meta
data to the remote server.

Fscfs

Existing components were inadequate, so we implemented a new one, fscfs that not
only caches data, but reduces the number of operations seen by the file server. Like
cfs and ramcfs, it acts as a write-through cache for data, but when many processes are
making identical file system requests over time, it effectively aggregates them into sin
gle requests at the server. This has a dramatic effect. Table 2 shows statistics mea
sured at a single IO node. (The values on the other IO nodes in the run were similar.)
The interval is from the initial connection to the file server up to the point where the
CPU nodes had started all their network services and were ready for duty. The table
gives the number of various file system operations seen by the IO node, as produced
by its 64 CPU node clients, and the number of operations it had to send on to the
server. The final row shows the number of bytes read by all clients, and the number of
bytes read from the server and cached at the IO node to satisfy the client read
requests. The difference is dramatic. The reduction in load seen by the server will
also be magnified by the addition of each new IO node and its cluster.

_______________________________________
Op IO node Server

Tversion 1 1
Tattach 1 1
Twalk 7,855 56
Topen 1,486 77
Tread 6,823 133
Tclunk 4,749 0
Tstat 4,224 4,224

bytes read 19,913,992 462,722_______________________________________

























Table 2 Statistics from fscfs on an IO node with 64 CPU nodes.

Design and implementation

Fscfs is a normal, user-level C application, using libthread for internal concur
rency. Like cfs, it is a 9P transducer: it acts as a client to a remote 9P file server on one
connection, and acts as a 9P server to its client on another connection. (Once that con
nection is mounted in the name space, many client processes can share it.) To provide
data caching, fscfs uses the same strategy as the existing caches: it makes a copy of
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data as it passes through in either direction, and stores it in a local cache. Subsequent
Tread requests for the same data will be satisfied from the cache. Twrite requests
are passed through to the server, replacing data in the cache if successful. Cached
data is associated with each active file, but the memory it occupies is managed on a
least-recently-used basis across the whole set of files. When a specified threshold for
the cache has been reached, the oldest cached data is discarded.

Unlike the existing caches, however, fscfs handles more 9P requests itself without del
egating them to the server. Those requests include Twalk, Topen, and Tclunk.
(Support for Tstat has since been added, and is not reflected in the results.)

To do that required two significant changes from previous schemes. We explain them
by reference to several internal data types, shown concisely below:

IOmode :: R | W | RW
Fid :: fid: u32int qid: Qid path: Path opened: SFid mode: IOmode
SFid :: fid: u32int

Path :: name: string qid: Qid parent: Path kids: set of Path (Valid | Invalid)
Valid :: sfid: SFid file: optional File
Invalid :: reason: string

File :: open: IOmode¦SFid dir: Dir clength: u64int cached: sparse array of Data

First, fscfs separates its client from the server, by managing two sets of fids. One set
is allocated by its client, as before; those are seen only by fscfs, which remembers
them in values of the Fid type. The other set of fids is allocated and controlled by
fscfs; only those fids are seen by the server. It records them in SFid values. Second,
using the distinction between fid sets, fscfs caches the results of walks and opens.
The distinction allows a cached fid (known to the server) to outlive a fid allocated by
the client. It also allows several client fids to share a single server fid. That alone
reduces the resource requirements at the server as the number of client references
grows.

From each Tattach referring to a file server�s tree, fscfs grows a Path tree represent
ing all the paths walked in that tree, successfully or unsuccessfully. A successful walk
results in an end-point that records the SFid referring to that point in the server�s hier
archy. (Note that intermediate names need not have server fids.) If a walk from a
given point failed at some stage, that is noted by a special Path value at that point in
the tree, which gives the error string explaining why the walk failed. If a subsequent
Twalk from the client retraces an existing Path, fscfs can send the appropriate
response itself, including failures and walks that were only partially successful. If
names remain in the walk request after traversing the existing Path, fscfs allocates a
new SFid for the new Path end-point, sends the whole request to the server, and
updates the Path appropriately from the server�s response. Remembering failures is a
great help when, for instance, many processes on many nodes are enumerating possi
ble names for different possible versions of (say) Python library files or shared
libraries, most of which do not exist. (It would be more rational to change the soft
ware not to do pointless searches, but it is not always possible to change components
from standard distributions.)

When a file or directory has been opened, the corresponding Path will have a File struc
ture. It stores the SFid(s) for each mode (read, write, read/write) with which a client
has opened the file, the currently known file length, and any data cached for that file.
The File�s SFid is distinct from that in the Path because the latter might later be walked
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elsewhere, and it is illegal to walk an open fid. Furthermore, files can anyway be
opened simultaneously with different modes, each needing a distinct fid on the server
to carry the correct mode.

Files in Plan 9 can also be opened �remove-on-close� (ORCLOSE). As a special case,
the client Fid for such a file will be given its own unique SFid on open, to ensure that
the timing of the remove remains the same from the client�s point of view. The file will
be removed when that particular client closes it.

Some requests update the file system: Twrite, Tcreate, Topen (with OTRUNC),
Twstat, and Tremove. Those are delegated to the server, and on success the local
state is updated to match. In other words, the Path and File caches are write-through.
For instance, a successful Twrite request will add the data written to the cache. A
successful Tcreate will extend the current Path tree, possibly replacing a previous
Invalid entry for the newly-created name, and then open a new SFid for the file. A
more subtle case is Tremove, which always frees any existing sfid for the file, as
required by remove(5), but only on success does it mark the file as removed in the Path
tree and discard any cached data.

Fscfs always delegates operations on certain types or classes of files to the server,
specifically authentication files, append-only, and exclusive-use files. Currently it also
delegates Topen and Tread for directories, because read(5) does not allow a seek in
a directory except to the start. We are currently changing the software to cache the
whole directory on the first read, so that directory reading does not provoke excessive
load on the file server.

Discussion and further work

There is no great mystery about implementing a cache for a file system, whether
directly in a kernel, as with the UNIX buffer cache, or by intercepting a file service pro
tocol, as with NFS or 9P. Even so, there are typically some subtle points.

Fscfs is just over 2,000 lines of C code, including some intended for future use. It has
more than satisfied our initial requirements, although much more can be done. It
aggregates common operations in a general but straightforward way. Its Path cache is
similar to Matuszek�s file handle cache in his NFS cache,9 and closer to 9P home, some
of the subtle cases in fid handling in fscfs seem to turn up in the implementation of 9P
in the Linux kernel, where Linux lacks anything corresponding exactly to a fid.10

Currently, as is true in our environment, fscfs assumes that the client requests always
represent the same user. Removing that assumption requires growing separate Path
trees from distinct Tauth and Tattach instances, to ensure that errors (eg, �permis
sion denied�) are reported in the correct context. Instead of having a Path refer
directly to a File, the Path would record only the Qid, and the File would be found in a
Qid to File map, to ensure cached data is correctly shared and updated.

More interesting additions would be to make our file system access fault-tolerant and
more efficient. Given the structured nature of our target networks and systems, one
attractive approach is to use a variant of random trees, which could also provide load
spreading.11 Outside our peculiar environment, we also intend to experiment with
interposing fscfs between a client and a 9P service that uses a cloud-based storage
subsystem such as Amazon�s S3.
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ABSTRACT

In Plan 9, all file operations, whether local or over the network, take
place through the 9P file protocol. Although 9P is both simple and pow
erful, developments in computer and network hardware have over time
outstripped the performance of 9P. Today, file operations, particularly
reading and copying files over a high-latency network, are much slower
with 9P than with simpler protocols such as HTTP or FTP. In an effort to
improve the speed of 9P, the ability to stream files across the network in
a manner similar to that of HTTP will be implemented in 9P.

Motivation

Transferring a large file over the Internet via 9P can be a frustrating experience. When
Plan 9 was written, files were smaller, most of the users were on a fast internal net
work, and people were used to computers being a bit slow anyway. Today, of course,
files have gotten larger in general and transfers are much more likely to take place
across the country or around the world. In these conditions, 9P is significantly slower
than HTTP or FTP, requiring a noticeably longer amount of time to transfer a file.

9P is an RPC system; if a program calls read(), it blocks until the message gets sent
across the country, processed by the remote computer, and replied to. cp calls
read() over and over when copying a file; each time it wants to get a chunk (8 KB at
a time), it must wait for the entire ping-pong latency time of the connection before it
receives the data, writes it to the destination file, and gets the next chunk.

HTTP, on the other hand, takes an extremely simple-minded approach to data transfer.
A request is sent to the server, the server sends back the entire file to the client, the
client processes the file at its leisure.

We thought it would be instructive to transfer some large files over links with realistic
latency, comparable to Internet latencies. Two Plan 9 systems were set up with a Linux
gateway between them; the gateway could add any amount of latency desired. The 9P
numbers were obtained by mounting the file server�s root and timing how long it took
to copy a remote file to /dev/null ( cp, not fcp, was used for the measure
ments). The HTTP numbers were collected by having one system running
ip/httpd/httpd and calling hget on the other system, redirecting the output to
/dev/null. The same randomly-generated files were used for each test. The
results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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__________________________________
File Size 9P HTTP__________________________________
10 MB 29.57 s 14.08 s
50 MB 147.44 s 70.81 s
100 MB 296.06 s 140.38 s
200 MB 590.94 s 281.63 s__________________________________




























Table 1, 15 ms RTT
___________________________________
File Size 9P HTTP___________________________________
10 MB 76.16 s 19.43 s
50 MB 374.07 s 98.88 s
100 MB 747.13 s 197.90 s
200 MB 1512.31 s 400.00 s___________________________________




























Table 2, 50 ms RTT

In tests for 10, 50, 100, and 200 megabyte files, 9P takes about twice as long as HTTP
with a 15 ms RTT, and around four times as long for 50 ms RTT. Copying a 200 MB file
takes over 25 minutes with 9P, but less than 7 minutes with HTTP. A 50 ms RTT is not
unusual for the Internet�at the time of writing, the RTT from New York to California
was about 87 ms. Clearly, plain 9P is not ideal for transferring files over wide-area net
works.

Streams

Copying an entire file is an extremely common operation that displays the latency
problem well. The source for cp is only 177 lines. It simply reads some bytes from the
source file, writes them to the destination, and repeats. It�s an entirely sequential
operation�if bytes 0-99 have just been read, the next bytes requested will be
100-199 and so on.

Since sequential file reading is very common and a prime victim of the latency prob
lem, we decided to try extending 9P�and therefore the programmatic file I/O
functions�to specifically handle sequential reads. Rather than read in a whole file by
sending lots of Tread messages and waiting for the Rreads, we want to be able to
send a single Tstream and get an arbitrary number of Rstream messages back,
each carrying a chunk of the data.

_________________________________________________
Client Server_________________________________________________

Tstream tag fid offset
Rstream tag count data
Rstream tag count data

î
Rstream tag 0 0_________________________________________________
























Table 3, sample streaming session

Table 3 shows the typical exchange of messages between client and server. Triggered
by a stream() system call, the client sends a Tstream which contains a tag, a fid,
and an offset. Upon receiving the message, the server begins sending many Rstream
replies, each containing a tag, the number of bytes of data, and a chunk of data. When
the file has been exhausted, the server sends a message with 0 bytes of data. The data
sent in the Rstream messages remains in the client�s buffers until sread() is called,
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which consumes part of the stream.

Previous efforts at improving performance over low-bandwidth, high-latency networks
have focused largely on transparency�see the Op protocol, for example, or simply
consider the use of caching. We decided to move away from that; a programmer should
know when a file will be read in sequentially and can thus decide when to use streams
or when not to use streams. Since streaming will not modify the way existing file oper
ations work, old code will not require modification, but new programs can take advan
tage of streaming if desired.

For most people, all the world�s a TCP connection. Given that, we�ve taken some liber
ties in the design of the Tstream/Rstream messages. Since everything is guaran
teed to show up, and in order, there are no sequence numbers inside the messages.
Rstream messages can be allowed to remain on the connection�s read queue until
the program calls sread() and they are consumed. There is no need for flow control,
because TCP has its own flow control built-in.

Implementation

The implementation of streams is in progress. As a first experiment, only reading from
streams will be implemented; this is a common and easy-to-test situation.

Two system calls, stream(int fd) and sread(int fd, void *buf,
long nbytes) will be added; stream sets up a stream on an open file and has the
9P server start sending data. sread is used to read a portion of the received data.

The devmnt device will also be modified to handle stream requests. Since remote file
access is handled by devmnt, it is the obvious choice for modification, but any other
kernel devices could also be modified to accept streams.

Getting a program to take advantage of streams will be a two-part process. First, 9P
servers (such as fossil ) must be re-written to handle streams. Then, the program
itself ( cp or mp3dec, for instance) must be re-written to perform sequential reading
using streams. To test the streams system, fossil and cp will be modified to handle
streams.

Caveats

Outside of the confines of testing, compatibility will be an issue. For instance, suppose
a streams-enabled cp attempted to copy a file from a non-streaming fileserver. cp
would send a Tstream message, but the server would not recognize it�a Rerror
would be returned. Luckily, this problem should be easy to avoid by making stream
and sread more devious. If a stream request is met with an error, a flag can be set
which causes sread to behave in a compatibility mode, issuing a normal Tread
when called rather than reading from streamed data.

Conclusion

Properly implemented, streams should allow programmers to sequentially read (and
eventually write) files more effectively while still maintaining compatibility with older
software. By using streams in appropriate places, we hope to make 9P a much more
competitive and realistic method for transferring files, performing backups, and simply
using a remote filesystem.
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ABSTRACT

We describe a digital technique for tracking the resonant frequencies of
piezoelectric transducers used to drive an aeroacoustic levitator.
Realtime sampling of the voltage and current phase difference is used
in a lowpriority feedback loop to control drift and stabilion.

The implementation leverages 9p on embedded 16bit dsPIC33F digital
signal controllers. Data collection and processing are performed with
various 9p clients. This paper describes the use of 9p and Inferno to
track, adjust, and optimize output frequency and sound pressure levels
on the instrument.

11. Introduction

The process of developing a new aeroacoustic levitator (AAL)[1] provided an opportu
nity to solve a persistent problem in prior versions: the six independent piezoelectric
transducers, used to create standing waves that provide levitation, position, and spin
control, would drift out of resonance. The transducers have wellmatched resonant fre
quencies at ambient temperature, within ±10Hz in 22,000 Hz. But as they warm up
when operated, the resonant frequencies change at rates dependent on the transducer
Qfactors, the desired output sound pressure level (SPL), and differences in the piezo
electric material properties. The range of resonant frequencies may increase such that
it becomes impossible to maintain equal and constant SPL values from all six transduc
ers. As a transducer goes off resonance at constant voltage operation, the current
decreases and the currentvoltage phase difference changes. The SPL changes propor
tionally to the currentvoltage phase off of resonance. A constant SPL is maintained
using a feedback loop to monitor the resonant and operating frequency difference and
adjusting the output voltage to the acoustic amplifier.

A previous generation of the AAL used a piezoelectric film pickup attached to a region
on the reverse side of the transducer horn. The pickup provided reference signals for
the output frequency and amplitude of the horn. The sensor output was highly sensi
tive to placement. Correctly placing and securing the film proved problematic, to the
point that driving the transducer to high SPL values required for solidliquid phase tran
sition stabilization tended to separate the film from the horn.

Prior runtime protocols required user monitoring of the transducer output levels and
manually selecting one transducer as the �master� for tracking the frequency during an
experiment. The logic was to pick the transducer that would sweep up or past the res
onant frequencies of the other transducers as its own resonant frequency dropped as it
heated up. This action would work for short experiments but ultimately limited the



duration of levitation experiments due to SPL and frequency drift as the temperatures
of each transducer fluctuated.

The new system removes the user selection criteria by monitoring the voltage, current,
and voltagecurrent phase difference of each transducer. The resonant frequencies are
determined from the VI phase differences and the system is operated at their average
value. The SPL of each transducer attained by calculating the amplifier output power is
adjusted to match a desired set point for the amplifier output voltage. The range of
resonant frequencies is controlled as the transducers warm up by simply turning the
cooling fans on or off if the amplifier frequency is greater or less than the resonant val
ues.

The new technique is implemented by sampling the output voltage and current on an
embedded system, tracking phase differences between the current and voltage, then
controlling the cooling fans and adjusting output gain and setting the operating fre
quency to the average resonant frequency. A remote program running in Inferno has
proven significantly simpler to model and implement, as the profiling data on each
transducer is stored in a human readable file and can be easily updated as necessary.
The enhanced adjustment and tuning capabilities provide optimal stabilization and
simple setup for tuning experiments.

Inferno was chosen as a front end for several reasons, most important being portability
between platforms and the support for 9p (Styx)[2]. The programming language
Limbo[3] has proven a rapid tool for implementing floating point algorithms[4], and
concurrently scheduling measurement processes for running transducer profiling tests.

11.1. Resonance

Each acoustic transducer is composed of solid aluminum alloy with a piezoelectric
transducer as the driver designed for a resonant frequency between 22.12 and 22.25
kHz[1]. Forced convection cooling is controlled by a Limbo program (a change from
prior versions; see implementation). The manufacturing process introduces certain
variations in the overall mass and characteristic profile of a transducer, resulting in a
varying Qfactors. The subtle differences in physical characteristics cause each trans
ducer to drift off resonant frequency differently as their temperature fluctuates over
different output voltages.

After assembly, each transducer is profiled by measuring sound pressure levels with a
calibrated microphone at selected driving voltages and tracking change over time. The
data are used to determine the Q of each transducer, the functional relationships
between SPL and amplifier power, and the VI phase as it relates to the
resonantoperating frequency difference. Closely matching transducers are paired on
an axis. Three sets of transducers are then installed into the AAL on orthogonal axes,
where further calibration testing is required. The profile data are stored in a
humanreadable file and used in the control program to track and measure SPL as
transducers go on and off resonance. The use of separate files allows the user to
quickly change configurations, as transducers are rearranged or changed out during
the calibration phase of the instrument.
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11.2. VoltageCurrent Phase Tracking

The voltagecurrent phase difference is used to determine how a transducer is being
driven in comparison to its resonant frequency. When the transducer is off resonance,
the output power of the constantvoltage amplifier decreases and an increased voltage
is required to attain the desired SPL.

The controller boards paired with each acoustic transducer drive the output through an
onboard DAC (Maxim MAX5353) and DDS (Analog Devices AD9834). The dsPIC33F
ADC channels are used to measure the output voltage and current. A Xilinx XC9536XL
CPLD calculates return voltage and current phases and provides interrupts to a gated
timer on the dsPIC33F. This timing data provides the leading or lagging phases of the
current to the voltage and is used as feedback into the control system.

12. Firmware Implementation

The main communication board uses the dsPIC33F serial UART module to present a
device command mode and direct 9p layering for interaction with Plan 9 and Inferno
development machines. 9p on the dsPIC33F was accomplished by porting lib9 and
lib9p source from Plan 9 from User Space [5] to support the 16bit architecture of the
dsPIC33F.

The communication board is configured to start the serial UART in a raw command
mode and will automatically switch to 9p by sniffing for a Tversion message[6] in the
serial input stream. On receipt of the Tversion header, the UART driver switches to a
DMA mode to reduce the UART receive interrupts on the dsPIC33F from one per byte to
two DMA interrupts: a fourbyte size field, and the remaining message length. This
encapsulation of 9p simplified the code required for error checking and recovery.

12.1. Application Programmers Interface

The cluster of embedded controllers is accessed through a single serial interface. An
IOLAN device server is used to extend the 9p connection1 over the network. 1 An
IOLAN device server is configured to only allow one connection at a time. Though the
cluster can be accessed directly without using the 9p protocol, the majority of the func
tionality has been implemented by leveraging the file system provided over 9p. The
AAL communications controller provides a singlelevel file system that is accessed
through a shell or program. The file system and underlying single level structure is
portrayed in Figure 1.

The ctl, data, stats, status files are used for direct access to the main communications
board. The t* files align to each transducer control board. As is typical in Plan 9, the
ctl file is used to send commands to the board. Reading the stats file dumps
humanreadable data for all the online boards as seen in the prior example. The data
file provides an array of bytes packed for each transducer row in the stats file. The
status provides information on the current state of the main communications board.
End user programs can read the current state of the system by opening and reading
the stats file. Alternatively, individual board data can be read through the tN files, pro
viding single channel monitoring and control. A read of the tNerr file returns and error
summary tracked by the main control board for each card.

In practice, a scheduled read of the data or stats files is performed to update the in
memory representation of the AAL data. That data are used for any processing until
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% mount −A tcp!iolan!aal9p /n/aal
% lc /n/aal
ctl status t1err t2err t3err t4err t5err t6err
data t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
stats t1ctl t2ctl t3ctl t4ctl t5ctl t6ctl

% cat /n/aal/stats
ID Ai Fi Phi Mper Mfreq Flags Vo PhiV Io PhiI F
t1 2000 221677 3756 0 0.00 65 2221 0 1654 3151 0
t2 2029 221677 2048 0 0.00 193 1982 0 1640 3275 0
t3 2400 221677 0 0 0.00 65 2439 0 1538 3212 1
t4 1655 221677 2048 0 0.00 193 2636 2938 1294 0
t5 2031 221677 0 0 0.00 65 2044 0 1691 3075 0
t6 1866 221677 2048 0 0.00 65 2372 0 1724 3295 1

Figure 1 Inferno mount command and AAL file system access.

the period ends and a subsequent read has been performed.

12.1.1. Ctl commands

The main communication board and six transducer controller boards can be controlled
with a simple set of commands. Writing a string to the ctl file either produces a global
change or a change along an axial pair of boards as described in Table 3.

fb N Enables �1� or disables �0� position feedback processing on
all transducer control boards.

freq N Globally set frequency to N dHz.
gain N Globally set the DAC gain to N. Linear from min 3584 to

max 512.
reset Reset transducers to default output values.
spin str str N Change spin of X, Y, or Z axis �up� or �down� N (DDS 0-4096

� 0-360 degrees.)

Table 3 Communication board ctl commands.
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12.1.2. Transducer ctl commands

Changes to independent boards are handled through the t?ctl files as depicted in
Table 4. The specified transducer commands are used to tune the output during a run
ning experiment. They can also be used for custom applications that test a particular
transducer.

debug N Enables �1� or disables �0� debugging output over external
UART.

fan N Turn transducer cooling fan on �1� or off �0�.
fb N Enables �1� or disables �0� position feedback processing.
freq N Set frequency to N dHz (use main ctl instead).
gain N Set channel output DAC gain to N.
mod N n Amplitude modulate N (±100) % at n Hz.
phase N Set DDS phase to N (DDS 0-4096 � 0-360) degrees.
reset Reset to startup values.

Table 4 Transducer ctl commands

13. Modeling

The file system representation of our AAL controller boards allowed us to create simple
shell scripts or programs to provide quick data collection and analysis. For example,
the use of an rc script to scan the transducers and collect data for testing further
aspects of our control loop can be seen in Figure 2.

log = $home/tests/gainfreqsweep.log
echo Start ‘{date} >> $log
echo reset > ctl

for(g in ‘{seq 3000 −20 2400}) {
echo gain $g > ctl
for(f in ‘{seq 221500 10 222500}) {
echo freq $f > ctl
echo gain: $g freq: $f
cat stats >> $log

}
}

echo reset > ctl
echo Completed ‘{date} >> $log

Figure 2 Example of a gain and frequency sweep.
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The transducer controller boards do not sample the output from the amplifiers directly.
We manually verify the linear output for voltage and current and use those data to con
struct a calibrated profile set of constants used in subsequent equations. The calibra
tion procedure is also performed with a simple Rc function and manual entry as in Fig
ure 3.

log = $home/tests/run.log
fn s {

ts = ‘{date −n}
ID=‘{echo t$1}
delta=‘{echo $2}
PkV=‘{echo $3}
PkI=‘{echo $4}
measure=‘{cat $ID}
Ai=‘{echo $measure | awk ’{print $2}’}
Fi=‘{echo $measure | awk ’{print $3}’}
Vo=‘{echo $measure | awk ’{print $8}’}
PhiV=‘{echo $measure | awk ’{print $9}’}
Io=‘{echo $measure | awk ’{print $10}’}
PhiI=‘{echo $measure | awk ’{print $11}’}
echo $ts $ID $Ai $Fi $Vo $PhiV $Io $PhiI $delta $PkV $PkI >> $log

}

cd /n/aal
echo freq 221900 > ctl
echo gain 2920 > t6ctl

# record transducer 6 measurements
# delta in µs
# ouput voltage and current recorded in volts from a scope
s 6 7.2 2.98 .184

Figure 3 Rc data collection function and commands.

13.1. Equations

The data read from the data and stats files is in integer format. All floating point con
version is done in Limbo. A table of calibrated profile data is used with the measured
data from our calculations. The following equations use measured and set values from
Table 5.

Vo ADC 12bit measured voltage output to transducer.
Io ADC 12bit measured current output to transducer.
F Integer representation of frequency in dHz.
Vg 12bit value written to the DAC.
φV CPLD calculated 12bit voltage phase.
φ I CPLD calculated 12bit current phase.
Fosc dsPIC33F system clock, 7.378×107

Table 5 Measurable input and output from transducer controller.

Calibration constants from our profile are: AV, A I, B I, D I, A φ, B φ, A SPL, AG, BG.
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The first step is to calculate the amplifier output voltage, described by

V = AV ·Vo, (1)

where V is the calculated peak-to-peak voltage supplied to the transducer. The mea
sured output voltage Vo is used with a calibration constant AV defined through prior
probed experiments.

The calculated current delivered to the transducer is

I = A I Io
2 + B I ·Io + D I (2)

with I the calculated current, Io is measured output current, and the profile calibration
constants are A I, B I, and D I. If a transducer is swapped out, or we need to change
additional hardware, we can easily calculate new profile constants as required to fit the
linear range used when running the system.

The measured currentvoltage phase difference in amplifier output is determined
through

φC = Sign(φ I − φV ) ·



1 −

Fosc·2

(φ I + φV )_________ ·ω



·180 (3)

The frequency, ω, is reported in kHz with resolution determined by the DDS in deci
hertz. The result from equation 3 will be corrected in equation 4 to accommodate for
a phase shift induced in our electronics. We can use φC without adjustments to the
data collected from each transducer in order to depict differing resonant frequencies at
a fixed output gain as seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Plot of measured voltagecurrent phase difference. The fre
quency sweep was performed at a fixed gain, showing the resonant fre
quency variation across all six transducers.

To accomodate for a phase shift introduced in our electronics, a true VI phase differ
ence correction is performed,

φ = φC + B φ (4)

Amplifier power, P, in units based on peaktopeak V and I measurements is defined as

P =
100

V·I_____ ·cos(φ) (5)
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The division by 100 is the result of our analysis using a V measurement with a 10:1
probe and reporting I in ma.

The power required to match a specified SPL, measured in volts from a Bruel & Kjær
pressure-field microphone located 7.5cm from the transducer surface, is

SPL = A SPL · �P , (6)

P = (
A SPL

SPL_____ )2 (6.1)

The new gain values are calculated by

VC = AG ·G + BG, (7)

where the G value is a gain parameter supplied by the end user or the software during
the feedback loop.

The new voltage for a specified SPL are

V2 = V�VC ·IC

V2 ·I2_______ , V2C = VC�VC ·IC

V2 ·I2_______ (8)

and then fed back to calculate a new gain value to write to the DAC. The process is
repeated at a defined interval in a thread running in our Inferno application.

The prior equations are implemented in Limbo and reduce into the following Limbo
function:

splgain(spl: real, tp: ref Tprofile, ts: ref Tstats): real
{

ng := 0.0;
V := math−>fabs(ampvolt(tp, ts));
P1 := math−>fabs(amppower(tp, ts));
if(P1 != 0.0) {

P2 := math−>fabs(splpower(spl, tp));
V2 := V * math−>sqrt(P2/P1);
Vc2 := V2/tp.Av;
ng = (−tp.Bg + Vc2)/tp.Ag;

}
return ng;

}

Figure 5 Limbo function used to attain a linear 12bit gain value. The
change is performed by writing the new gain to the transducer con
troller ctl file.

The resonant frequency of a transducer is calculated using constants A3 to A0 in a
cubic equation relating frequency to VI phase difference,

ω r − ω = A3 φ3 + A2 φ2 + A1 φ + A0, (9)

where ω r is the resonant frequency and ω is the operating frequency.
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14. Inferno control system

The prior algorithms are easily implemented in a Limbo module to handle all calibra
tion routines required for the running system. In order to optimize the system, we use
a timer to periodically poll the /n/aal/data file of the AAL and use the data to update
the operating frequency and match pre-amp gain required to achieve the desired SPL
values for each transducer. The timer callback uses the calculated average of resonant
frequencies determined through the result of equation 9.

By measuring the VI phase difference, the tracking algorithm is used to tune the sys
tem under varying loads. The cooling fans for each transducer are turned on or off if
the operating frequency is greater or less than the resonant frequency. This auto
mated control brings the transducers into a ±10 Hz range from the operating fre
quency. The result of this control is that the resonant frequencies converge towards
the operating frequency as the transducers warm up, as illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Frequency tracking 0.9 SPL over time in seconds. The left
axis depicts the ability to keep transducer resonant frequency ω r,
within 10 Hz of the operating frequency ω. The right axis presents the
drop of the operating frequency.

The control system allows for fast startup times where we can quickly bring all six
transducers into a working state from a cold start. Evidence of this is detailed in Fig
ure 7 where we plot a period where the tracking system is not in operation.

Once the frequency and SPL tracking system is enabled, the transducers are brought
into a manageable range as we can see in Figure 8. Though there is automated control
of the system, an operator can easily change parameters that effect SPL, sample posi
tion, spin while monitoring the Inferno console and performing visual inspection of the
gas flow rate, temperature, and position of the sample.

14.1. Console

Most of the tasks used in controlling the system are performed within the user con
sole. By default these are simple functions spawned off after mounting the AAL file
system. The console provides the operator with simple management tools to set the
SPL, operating frequency, phase relationships for position and spin control, and ampli
tude modulation. It also provides a simple graphically driven mechanism to turn SPL
and frequency tracking or off and enabling position feedback processing used to sta
bilize a sample.
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Figure 7 Frequency and SPL tracking off. The left and right sides cover
the same time period of twenty minutes with the frequency a constant
22.2065 kHz and the SPL set to 0.7. On the left, the six transducers
resonant frequencies drift lower as they heat up over time. On the
right, the actual SPL for each transducer varies as the voltagecurrent
phase difference changes.
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Figure 8 Frequency and SPL tracking turned on and run for approxi
mately 10 minutes. The left shows the average frequency dropping
from 22.1888 to 22.1823 kHz. On the right, the SPL stabilized at the
target output of 0.7.

The graphics applications that define the console are currently made up of four sepa
rate screens: the primary console, a graphical scope, a statistics screen, and a position
sensor screen. These screens are used to manage the system as well as provide log
ging data of the statistics collected during the runtime.

15. Conclusion

The use of a 9p based file system has facilitated the creation of a working interface to
the AAL that allows easy user manipulation without requiring additional physical con
trols. By providing a single level file system with easy to understand commands we
have been able to provide a structure for quickly bringing the system up and monitor
ing its state. The ease of using Limbo programs or other shell environments to access
the system has improved our ability to conduct experiments and gather data required
for further analysis that have historically been more difficult to accomplish.
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